
Prayers of Renunciation:
EGYPTIAN GODS

Ephesians	  6:10-‐12	  “10	  Finally,	  my	  brethren,	  be strong	  in	  the	  Lord,	  and	  in	  the	  
power	  of	  his	  might.	  11	  Put	  on	  the	  whole	  armour	  of	  GOD,	  that	  ye	  may	  be	  able	  to 

stand	  against	  the	  wiles	  of	  the	  devil.	  12	  For	  we	  wrestle	  not	  against	  Flesh	  and	  blood,	  
but	  against	  principalities,	  against	  powers,	  against	  the	  rulers	  of	  the	  darkness	  

of	  this	  world,	  against	  spiritual	  wickedness	  in	  high	  places.”
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Preface
These prayers have been written according to personal opinions and 
convictions, which are gathered from many counseling sessions and our 
interpretation of the Word of GOD, the Bible.

In no way have these prayers been written to discriminate against any 
persons, churches, organizations, and/or political parties. We ask therefore 
that you handle this book in the same manner.

What does it mean to renounce something?

To renounce means to speak of one’s self. If something has been renounced 
it has been rejected, cut off, or the individual is refusing to follow or obey. 
Other words that fit with the subject of renunciations  include refuse, repudiate, 
and resist. It is a joy to realize that by the act of our repentance, we can 
appropriate the finished work of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus). His  shed Blood 
reverses all curses.

Scripture says:

Proverbs	   28:13 	   “13	   	   He	   who	   covers	   his	   transgressions	   will	   not	   prosper,	   but	   whoever	  
confesses	  and	  forsakes	  his	  sins	  will	  obtain	  mercy.”

We have seen the effect in so many people’s lives of confessing, repenting, 
and turning away from the idolatry and demonic covenants that have 
permeated their very existence, unbeknown to them. The fact that this exists 
is truly an evil demonic plot against the Body of Messiah.

2	  Corinthians	  4:2	  “2	  	  We	  have	  renounced	  disgraceful	  ways	   (secret	  thoughts,	  feelings,	  desires	  
and	  underhandedness,	  the	  methods	   and	  arts	   that	  men	  hide	   through	  shame);	  we	   refuse	   to	  
deal	  craDily	   (to	  pracEce	   trickery	   and	   cunning)	   or	   to	   adulterate	   or	   handle	   dishonestly	   the	  
Word	   of	   GOD,	   but	  we	   state	   the	   truth	  openly	   (clearly	   and	   candidly).	  And	  so	  we	   commend	  
ourselves	  in	  the	  sight	  and	  presence	  of	  GOD	  to	  every	  man’s	  conscience.”

Y’shua (Jesus) calls us  to be actively engaged seeking freedom and 
wholeness, no matter what our life experiences.

GOD’s Word gives us a promise:

Isaiah	  54:17	  “17	  	  But	  no	  weapon	  that	  is	  formed	  against	  you	  shall	  prosper,	  and	  every	  tongue	  
that	   shall	   rise	   against	   you	   in	   judgment	   you	   shall	   show	   to	   be	   in	   the	   wrong.	   This	   [peace,	  
righteousness,	  security,	  triumph	  over	  opposiEon]	   is	  the	  heritage	  of	   the	  servants	  of	   the	  LORD	  
[those	  in	  whom	  the	  ideal	  Servant	  of	  the	  LORD	  is	   reproduced];	  this	   is	  the	  righteousness	  or	  the	  
vindicaEon	   which	   they	   obtain	   from	   Me	   [this	   is	   that	   which	   I	   impart	   to	   them	   as	   their	  
jusEficaEon],	  says	  the	  LORD.”
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Guidelines for using the prayers of renunciation …
The Book of James highlights very clearly for us that there is a two-fold step in 
order to be released from all bondages. 

James	  4:7	  “7	  	  So	  be	  subject	  to	  GOD.	  Resist	  the	  devil	  [stand	  firm	  against	  him],	  and	  he	  will	  flee	  
from	  you.”

The two-legged renunciation of occultic involvement is:

1. Confession of involvement.

To confess involvement, the prayer is  read out loud, preferably with one or 
more witnesses present, as  well as with a trained counselor.  The reason for 
this  is so that the individual will have a memorial of remembrance of the 
renunciation prayer.  These prayers are similar to proclamations … as such 
we encourage you to declare them boldly and in faith, covered by the Blood of 
Messiah Y’shua (Jesus).

James	  5:16	  “16	   	  Confess	   to	  one	  another	   therefore	   your	   faults	   (your	   slips,	  your	  false	   steps,	  
your	   offenses,	   your	   sins)	   and	   pray	   [also]	   for	   one	   another,	   that	   you	   may	   be	   healed	   and	  
restored	  [to	  a	  spiritual	  tone	  of	  mind	  and	  heart].	  The	  earnest	  (hear[elt,	  conEnued)	  prayer	  of	  a	  
righteous	  man	  makes	  tremendous	  power	  available	  [dynamic	  in	  its	  working].”

Only half of the renunciation process has been completed at this stage.  The 
next part is very important.  This is where the counselor is essential.

2. Warfare … resist the enemy.

The counselor now comes in agreement with the individual and conducts 
spiritual warfare against the kingdom of darkness as the Holy Spirit leads to 
deal with each one of the elements that is contained in the prayer.

In writing these prayers, we have tried to highlight or bold certain key words 
— such as  the powers of darkness involved and the effects  of involvement — 
that we feel are important, and which need to be specially addressed.  

The powers are rebuked, bound, uprooted from the bloodline, and 
commanded to become a footstool to the Messiah Y’shua (Jesus).  
Remember to also cut the individual loose from the man-made laws and 
institutions of the organization/s involved. 

These prayers are however only a guideline.  

If there are concepts  or sections that the Holy Spirit highlights for you as  you 
pray, then we encourage you to address these, and ask the Holy Spirit to 
direct you on how to bring the breakthrough.  
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Remember, He is our Perfect Teacher and Counselor!

Psalm	  110:1	  “THE	  LORD	  (GOD)	   says	   to	  my	   Lord	  (the	  Messiah),	  Sit	  at	  My	   right	  hand,	  unEl	  I	  
make	   Your	  adversaries	  Your	   footstool.	   [Ma^.	   26:64;	   Acts	   2:34;	  I	   Cor.	   15:25;	   Col.	  3:1;	  Heb.	  
12:2.]”

Hebrews	  1:13,	  10:13	  “13	   	   Besides,	  to	  which	  of	  the	  angels	   has	  He	  ever	  said,	  Sit	  at	  My	   right	  
hand	  [associated	  with	  Me	  in	  My	  royal	  dignity]	  Ell	  I	  make	  your	  enemies	  a	  stool	  for	  your	  feet?	  
[Ps.	  110:1.]	  13	  	  Then	  to	  wait	  unEl	  His	  enemies	  should	  be	  made	  a	  stool	  beneath	  His	   feet.	  [Ps.	  
110:1.]”

3. Restoration with the Kingdom of GOD.

Finally, the individual must choose to submit under the Law of Messiah Y’shua 
(Jesus).

GalaAans	   3:10	   “10	   	   And	  all	  who	   depend	  on	   the	   Law	   [who	   are	   seeking	   to	  be	   jusEfied	  by	  
obedience	   to	   the	   Law	   of	   rituals]	   are	   under	   a	   curse	   and	   doomed	   to	   disappointment	   and	  
destrucEon,	   for	   it	   is	   wri^en	   in	   the	   Scriptures,	   Cursed	   (accursed,	   devoted	   to	   destrucEon,	  
doomed	   to	   eternal	   punishment)	   be	   everyone	   who	   does	   not	   conEnue	   to	   abide	   (live	   and	  
remain)	  by	   all	  the	  precepts	   and	  commands	  wri^en	   in	  the	  Book	  of	   the	   Law	  and	  to	  pracEce	  
them.”

In conclusion, we leave you with the blessing commanded by the FATHER … 
May He be your Shield, your Light, and Shalom (Peace).  May He grant you 
the victory in all things, that you may learn of His  Ways, and SH’MA1  (hear 
and do).

Blessings!
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Declaration2 of CONFIDENCE in GOD’s Protection
No weapon that is  formed against us shall prosper and every tongue, which 
rises against us  in judgment, we do condemn. This is our heritage as servants 
of the LORD, and our righteousness is from You, O LORD of Hosts. If there 
are those who have been speaking or praying against us, or seeking harm or 
evil to us, or who have rejected us, we forgive them and, having forgiven 
them, we bless them in the Name of the LORD

MaChew	  5:43-‐45	  “43	  	  You	  have	  heard	  that	  it	  was	  said,	  You	  shall 	  love	  your	  neighbor	  and	  hate	  
your	  enemy;	  44	   	  But	  I	  tell	  you,	  Love	  your	  enemies	  and	  pray	  for	  those	  who	  persecute	   you,	  45	  	  
To	  show	  that	  you	  are	  the	  children	  of	   your	  FATHER	  Who	  is	   in	  heaven;	  for	  He	  makes	  His	  sun	  
rise	   on	   the	   wicked	   and	   on	   the	   good,	   and	   makes	   the	   rain	   fall	   upon	   the	   upright	   and	   the	  
wrongdoers	  [alike].”

Romans	   12:14	  “14	   	  Bless	   those	  who	  persecute	  you	  [who	  are	   cruel	   in	  their	  aftude	   toward	  
you];	  bless	  and	  do	  not	  curse	  them.”

Now we declare, O LORD, that You and You alone are our GOD, and besides 
You there is no other – a just GOD and Saviour, the FATHER, the Son and the 
Spirit – and we worship You!

We submit ourselves afresh to You this day in unreserved obedience. Having 
submitted to You, LORD, we do as Your Word directs. We resist the devil – all 
his pressures, his attacks, and his  deceptions, every instrument or agent he 
would seek to use against us. We do not submit! We resist him, drive him 
from us and exclude him from us in the Name of Y’shua [Jesus]. Specifically, 
we reject and repel infirmity, pain, infection, inflammation, malignancies, 
allergies, viruses and every form of witchcraft.

Finally, LORD, we thank You that through the sacrifice of Y’shua [Jesus] on 
the cross, we have passed out from under the curse and entered into the 
blessing of Abraham, whom You blessed in all things – exaltation, health, 
reproduction, prosperity, victory and GOD’s Favour.

GalaAans	  3:13-‐14	  “13	   	  Christ	  purchased	  our	  freedom	  [redeeming	  us]	   from	  the	  curse	   (doom)	  
of	  the	  Law	  [and	  its	  condemnaEon]	   by	  [Himself]	  becoming	  a	  curse	  for	  us,	  for	   it	  is	  wri^en	  [in	  
the	   Scriptures],	  Cursed	   is	   everyone	   who	  hangs	   on	  a	  tree	   (is	   crucified);	   14	   	   To	   the	   end	  that	  
through	  [their	  receiving]	   Christ	  Jesus,	  the	  blessing	  [promised]	   to	  Abraham	  might	  come	  upon	  
the	  GenEles,	  so	  that	  we	   through	  faith	  might	  [all]	   receive	   [the	  realizaEon	  of]	   the	  promise	   of	  
the	  [Holy]	  Spirit.”

AMEN!
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Sealing-Off Prayer BEFORE Deliverance
Dear Heavenly FATHER, we come to You in the Name of Messiah Y’shua3 
(Jesus Christ) of Nazareth. We thank You that You are GOD Almighty and that 
You are The Great I AM.

We thank You that You have given us the Holy Spirit to be the Counsellor, 
Standby, Advocate, Teacher, the Deliverer.

We thank You for Your Presence and for Your Deliverance Anointing — it is 
the Anointing that will break the yoke.

Come and fill us with Your Spirit, Compassion, Love, Discernment, Word of 
Knowledge, Wisdom, Interpretation, and Insight.

We as Your children choose to crucify the flesh so that nothing from ourselves 
will be transferred here. We clothe ourselves with Your Priestly Garments to 
fulfill the calling You have upon our lives. Open our spiritual eyes and ears 
FATHER.

Thank You FATHER, that You have given us all the power over the enemy and 
that nothing shall in any way harm us.

Luke	  10:	  19	  “19	  	  Behold!	  I	  have	  given	  you	  authority	  and	  power	  to	  trample	  upon	  serpents	  and	  
scorpions,	  and	  [physical	  and	  mental	  strength	  and	  ability]	   over	  all	  the	  power	  that	  the	  enemy	  
[possesses];	  and	  nothing	  shall	  in	  any	  way	  harm	  you.”

We forbid any interference with the work of the Holy Spirit.

FATHER, we come against any communication lines  (according to Ephesians 
6:12) between, the powers, world-rulers, principalities, spiritual hosts, and 
demonic hosts in the air, earth, heavenlies, and under the earth. We close off 
all entrances and exits, in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). 
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3	  Y’shua	  (Hebrew)	  is	  Jesus’	  real	  name,	  which	  means	  “Salva)on”.	  We	  have	  no	  
problem	  with	  the	  name	  “Jesus”	  —	  it	  is	  merely	  the	  Greek	  translitera)on	  of	  
“Y’shua”.	  Jesus	  is	  the	  name	  most	  of	  us	  grew	  up	  with.	  Remember	  though,	  
Y’shua	  was	  a	  Jew,	  of	  the	  Tribe	  of	  Judah,	  not	  a	  Greek.	  It’s	  sort	  of	  like	  this	  …	  
when	  you	  come	  to	  know	  someone’s	  real	  name,	  you	  want	  to	  use	  it,	  hence	  the	  
use	  of	  Y’shua	  instead	  of	  Jesus.	  Another	  powerful	  reason	  to	  use	  Y’shua	  is	  that	  
every	  )me	  you	  say	  His	  Name,	  you	  are	  proclaiming	  “Salva)on”.	  You	  will	  also	  
note	  in	  some	  places,	  we	  have	  used	  the	  real	  Name	  of	  the	  FATHER,	  YHVH.	  The	  
Name	  is	  made	  up	  of	  the	  Hebrew	  le6ers,	  Yod-‐Hey-‐Vav-‐Hey,	  and	  is	  
most	  commonly	  pronounced	  “Yahweh”	  or	  “Jehovah”.	  Again,	  we	  have	  chosen	  
to	  use	  this,	  as	  YHVH	  is	  the	  FATHER’s	  Name.



We ask that all spiritual cameras and recorders be smashed in Name of 
Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). We come against any witches, witch doctors, 
magicians, and wizards in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus  Christ). We cut 
off all communication with satan himself and close the doors in the Name of 
Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We forbid any spirit from the outside to enter this place for whatever reason, 
and we forbid any evil spirit to be sent to any other place or person as a result 
of what happens here.

We now forbid any reinforcement of power from the side of satan in the Name 
of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). FATHER, we ask for confusion into the 
enemy’s camp.

FATHER we ask You to set up Your warring angels in this room and arrest any 
human spirit, dead human spirit, spirit guide, familiar spirit … and remove 
them to become the footstool of our King Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We bind every evil spirit in this place and forbid any violence, manifestations, 
and tormenting in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We refuse any meditation circles  — isolate any power of demonic forces from 
each other in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We forbid and bind any hypnosis and self-hypnosis, meditation, physic 
powers in the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) of Nazareth. We isolate 
the powers one from another in Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). 

We cleanse the four elements — water, air, fire, and earth — with the Blood of 
Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We ask You, FATHER, to cover all mirrors  with Your Blood and seal off the 
gateways in Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We come against any spells, rituals, incantations, hexes, sacrifices, curses, or 
altars raised up against us and the person.

Thank You that You blow out all candles  which may have been lit in rituals 
against us in Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ). Thank You that all 
curses are reversed into blessings.

FATHER, we ask that You seal off this room with Your Precious Blood, that 
You will hide us in the Spirit and declare this room as holy ground.

FATHER, we ask You to send Your ministering angels to come and minister to 
us in Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) according to:
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Hebrews	  1:14	  “14	  	  Are	  not	  the	  angels	  all	  ministering	  spirits	  (servants)	  sent	  out	  in	  the	  service	  
[of	  GOD	  for	  the	  assistance]	  of	  those	  who	  are	  to	  inherit	  salvaEon?”

We surrender to You, Holy Spirit of GOD, because we know that it is  not by 
might, nor by power, but by Your Spirit (Zechariah 4:6) says the FATHER! 

We ask that You cover our loved ones and we place all circumstances under 
Your Control and Protection (our finances, marriages, relationships, 
ministries). We now bind satan’s kingdom here on earth just as it is bound in 
heaven.

We ask You FATHER to prepare the heavenly courtroom and that all the 
demons and familiar spirits come and take their places.

We ask You FATHER to be the Judge, Y’shua (Jesus) the Advocate, and the 
Holy Spirit the Witness.

Thank You for Your Word:

RevelaAon	  12:11	  “11	   	  And	  they	  have	  overcome	   (conquered)	   him	  by	  means	  of	   the	  blood	  of	  
the	  Lamb	  and	  by	  the	  u^erance	  of	   their	  tesEmony,	  for	  they	  did	  not	  love	  and	  cling	  to	  life	  even	  
when	  faced	  with	  death	  [holding	  their	  lives	  cheap	  Ell	  they	  had	  to	  die	  for	  their	  witnessing].”

… we have overcome the enemy by the Blood of the Lamb and the word of 
our testimony!

In the Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus),

AMEN!
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Egyptian gods and 
background information ...



Egyptian Deities
➡ 1.1 Nine primary, three secondary, and minor gods.

Ancient Egyptians worshipped the air (wind and sky); the earth; rain and 
water; life and death, and their rulers (the pharaohs). The pharaohs were 
thought to be descendants of the gods.

The Egyptians believed that there were nine deities who were royal. The nine 
chief deities were:

• Ra,
• Shu and Tefnut, 
• Geb and Nut, 
• Osiris and Isis, 
• Set and Nephthys.
• (Note that they were all born as twins – four sets). 

The three secondary deities are:

• Hathor,
• Horus,
• And Anubis.

The rest of the gods held less power and were minor in comparison.

➡ 1.2 Alphabetical list of other gods and goddesses.

Following is the alphabetical list of other gods and goddesses. (The nine 
primary and three secondary gods are underlined.)

• Aker – "the Bender" . The guardian of the rising and setting sun.
• Amentiu – wolf god of the land of the western realm of the dead.
• Ammut – the "Dead-Swallower". Monster who ate the heart of those 

unworthy of eternal life.
• Amon – the “Hidden One". The Theban king of the gods and "that 

which is hidden".
• Amon-Ra – Amon was the god of the wind and air – vacuum and 

space, who merged with Ra to become Amon-Ra. Later took over from 
Min as the god of fertility and the harvest as well. Similar to Zeus.

• Anget –  the "Embracing Lady". The water goddess of Elephantine.
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• Atum-Ra – Atum was the the god of the setting sun who merged with 
Ra to become Atum-Ra. He was seen as  the god of masturbation, 
through which he created other gods.  

• Atum was the first bisexual god.  
• Atum had a third eye on the forehead and the title “Ruler of the whole 

world”.  
• Anubis – "the Royal Child". The jackal-god of mummification and 

embalming. God of death symbolized as a jackal. Greek equivalent is 
Anpu. He was born out of the adulterous relationship between his 
mother Nephthys and his uncle Osiris. Horus was his half-brother. As 
undertaker, Anubis prepared the dead for the journey to eternal life, 
conducted the funerals and accompanied the dead to the tomb to be 
met by his father Osiris. He is represented as a man with the head of a 
jackal and sometimes as a dog standing guard over the dead.

• Anubis Apep – the serpent who daily tried to destroy the sun.
• Apis – the sacred bull of Memphis and the god of strength and fertility, 

god of life giving force.
• Aten – the disk of the sun. a god of the sun whose worship was 

enforced during the reign of pharaoh Akhenaten.
• Aten-Atum – "the Complete One". The god of the setting sun and a 

form of Re.
• Atum Bastet – the "Devouring Lady". The cat-goddess of the home 

and sunlight.

• Bast or Bastet – a goddess who appeared as a cat and was 
worshipped as the bringer of sunlight to the earth.

• Bes – the god of dancing and feasting. A heroic dwarf wearing a lion 
skin, who protected people from snakes and other harm. The dwarf-
god of music, dancing and warfare.

• Boebastis – god of women.
• Buto – "She Who is Green". The cobra-goddess of Lower Egypt.
• Duamutef – "Praising his Mother". One of the Four Sons of Horus, he 

protected the stomach of the deceased.

• Geb – "Earth". The god of the earth and he was the husband of the 
sky. Geb and his  sister Nut were born holding each other in an 
unbreakable embrace and were separated on Ra’s  orders. They then 
represented the Earth and the Sky, and their father Shu spent the rest 
of his  days keeping them apart. Geb is shown lying on his back with his 
bent knees representing mountains and the crook of his  elbows 
representing valleys. He is often represented as a goose, the “Great 
Cackler” who laid the egg out of which came the earth. Geb married his 
sister Nut. They had two sets of twins, Osiris and Isis, as well as Set 
and Nephthys.
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• Hapi – "Runner" . The god of the Nile, seen as a male but with heavy 
breasts

• Hapy – "Runner". Another of the four Sons of Horus, he guarded the 
lungs of the deceased.

• Hathor – Goddess of the sky, love and fertility, known as the cow 
goddess. She was born out of the incestuous relationship between her 
mother Nut and her great grandfather, Amon-Ra. Hathor was a gentle 
goddess, a goddess of the sky with her mother (who ruled the sky and 
the stars). She had compassion for mankind and loved the poor, love, 
music and dance. She was the guardian of pregnant women and 
provided food and drink for the dead on their journey to the underworld. 
She is represented as a cow headed woman holding bread and water, 
or with cows horns and a sun disk.

• Horus –  "High, Above". The falcon-god of the sun and the Pharaohs. 
The hawk god, heaven and sun god, god of Life. The son of Isis and 
Osiris. He was  a weak child and his uncle Set was merciless with him. 
Whenever his father Osiris  was away, Set would send snakes, 
scorpions and diseases against Horus. Horus is represented as a male 
figure with the head of a falcon with the moon and sun as eyes. The 
heart of Horus was a symbol of intelligence. 

• Hu – god of creativity.

• Imhotep – "He Who Comes in Peace". The vizier of Djoser was later 
worshipped as the son of Ptah.

• Imsety – "the Kindly One". The son of Horus  who guarded the liver of 
the deceased.

• Isis – "the Throne". The goddess of magic, the Home, Fertility, 
Motherhood, the king's  crown and night son. Isis  married her twin 
brother Osiris, and had Horus. She taught the Egyptian women 
household skills such as weaving and spinning, but became the 
goddess of motherhood after bearing her son. After her brother Set 
murdered her husband Osiris, she also became the goddess of 
mourners – a friend and protector to the dead. Also goddess of the 
flood. She is represented with a throne, cows horn, sun or moon 
bordered by feathers as a headdress. She is also represented as a 
cow, and in her mourning role also with huge wings. Isis – the Mother 
Goddess. Often portrayed suckling the sun god, Horus. Daughter of 
earth God, Geb and sky goddess, Nut. Sister of Seth and underworld 
god, Osiris – wife of Osiris as well. Together with Anubis she did the 
first ever embalming on Osiris. Greek equivalent of Demeter, Hera and 
Aphrodite.

• Kkonsu – "Traveler". The Theban god of the moon.
• Khepera – "He Who Comes Into Being". The beetle-god of the rising 

sun.
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• Khnemu – "Protector/Enricher". The Elephantine god of the Nile and 
the Inundation.

• Ma'at – "Truth". The goddess of order, truth, justice, and religious 
rituals.

• Mayet – god of world order.
• Menthu – the hawk headed god of war.
• Meretseger – "She Who Loves Silence". The goddess of the Valley of 

the Kings. Snake goddess with a human head.
• Meskhent – goddess of pain in childbirth and foreteller of child’s future.
• Min – "the Firm One". The god of male fertility. God of virility and 

generations, associated with pole climbing. Protector of Nomads and 
hunters. God of fertility. Guardian of travelers.

• Montu – "Nomad". The Egyptian god of war.
• Mut – "Mother". The Theban mother-goddess, mother goddess who 

married Ra and became queen of heaven.

• Nefertum – "Lotus". The Memphis god of the lotus.
• Neith – "One Who Is". The goddess of war and weaving.
• Nekhebet – Goddess of Royal Protection. Her parentage is unknown 

although she is often seen as  Set’s sister because she too lived in the 
deserts of Upper Egypt. Her major job was protecting the pharaoh 
although she also acted as  guardian to pregnant women, women in 
childbirth and the poor. She is  represented as a vulture with spread 
wings and talons holding royal symbols.

• Nephthys – "Mistress of the House". Goddess of mourning, married 
her twin brother Set. Nephthys had no children with Set. Set could not 
father children as  he was as  barren as the desert he ruled. Nephthys 
thus disguised herself as her sister Isis  and had a son by her husband  
Osiris. Isis adopted this child, Anubis, as her own and grieving 
Nephthys became the goddess of mourning. She helped Isis  in this 
mourning function by standing at the head of coffins with outstretched 
wings.

• Nun – "Abyss". The primeval waters, the endless, formless waters  from 
which all life sprang.
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• Nut – The goddess of the sky and stars. Rules the moon and stars. 
Married her brother Geb. Mother of Osiris, Seth, Isis, Nephthys and 
Horus. Nut and her brother Geb were born holding each other in an 
unbreakable embrace and were separated on Ra’s  orders. They then 
represented the Earth and the Sky, and their father Shu spent the rest 
of his days keeping them apart. Nut is seen with her body arching over 
the earth with just her fingers and toes touching the earth; or as a 
standing sow with suckling pigs on her teats. The piglets represent the 
stars. Nut married her brother Geb. They had two sets of twins, Osiris 
and Isis; as well as Set and Nephthys.

• Onuris – "Sky-Bearer". Warrior and sky-god of Abydos.
• Osiris – "He Sees the Throne". God of the underworld, King and judge 

of the dead. Son of Geb. Married to his sister, Isis. Raised from the 
dead by his wife after his brother , Seth, murdered him. Osiris married 
his twin sister Isis, and fathered Horus. He was the god of agriculture 
and building until he was murdered by his brother Set. He was 
resurrected by his wife and Thoth, but chose to die again and become 
the god of the underworld. The rising, flooding and falling cycle of the 
Nile was tied to his birth, death and resurrection. He was god of the 
seasons. He is represented as a mummified pharaoh – green or black 
face – wrapped in white linen and holding a crook, whip or scepter 
(symbolic of royal power).

• Ptah – "Creator". The mummified creation god of Memphis god of 
craftsmen and artists. Also seen as the lord of law and justice.

• Qebehsenuef – "Cooling his Brother (with Water)". The Son of Horus 
who protected the intestines of the dead.

• Qetesh – A Semetic nature goddess worshipped in Egypt.

• Re – "Sun". The creator god of the sun.
• Renenet – goddess of babies and young children.
• Renpet – goddess of the spring.

• Satet – "One Who Shoots (Arrows)". The Elephantine goddess of the 
Nile floods & fertility.

• Sebek - crocodile god.
• Seker – god of vegetation and funerals  who wore a hawk head and 

guarded the gateway to the underworld
• Sekhmet – "Powerful Female". The lioness goddess of war & 

destruction Hathor changed into Sekhmet, the goddess of war and 
destruction when Ra sent her to destroy mortals.

• Selket – "She Who Breathes". The scorpion goddess of magic.
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• Serapis – the Hellenistic god of the sun and the afterlife.
• Seshat – "Lady Scribe". Goddess of writing and measurement. 

Goddess of librarians and writing, represented as  a woman with a star 
on her headdress  and a pen in her hand. She wrote down the past acts 
of humans and also wrote out there futures.

• Set – God of the Desert, Storms and Sand. God of evil. Set married his 
twin sister Nephthys, but had no children. He is the opposite to the 
fertility represented by Isis. He represented barren, sun baked deserts 
and evil. He ruled over the dry barren Upper Egypt and coveted the 
Lower are of his brother Osiris. He murdered Osiris and made life hell 
for his sisters Isis  and Nephthys. His nephew Horus  (Osiris’s son) 
defeated him in battle and drove him back into the Northern desert. Set 
is  represented with red eyes and hair as  red was seen as colour of evil. 
He is represented as a crocodile, pig, wild boar, hippopotamus or as a 
man with a long snouted monsters head.

• Seth – "To Dazzle". The god of thunder and storms who murdered his 
brother Osiris.

• Shai – the god of human destiny who was born with every child and 
traveled with the child till death, whereupon he would report every good 
and bad deed they had ever done.

• Shu – God of Air and Light. Amon-Ra created Shu, and his  twin sister 
Tefnut.

• Shu and Tefnut married and had two children – Geb and Nut. He is 
often represented as a bearded man holding up the sky whilst 
protecting the earth.

• He is also represented as a lion or a human with a lions head. 
Sometimes he is shown wearing four ostrich feathers which symbolize 
the four columns he used to hold up the sky when he was not there to 
do so.

• Sia – god of insight.
• Sobek – "Watching Over You". The crocodile god of rivers and lakes.

• Tauret – "the Great One". The hippopotamus goddess of women and 
childbirth.

• Taweret – the goddess of childbirth.
• Tefnut – "Sky-Spittle". Goddess of water, morning dew and rain. Amon-

Ra created Tefnut, and her twin brother Shu. Shu and Tefnut married 
and had two children – Geb and Nut. Dew and rain were the tears of 
Tefnut. She was said to cry from the strain of helping her brother Shu 
hold up the sky. She is  often shown as  a lioness or a woman with a 
lion’s head.
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• Thoth – "Leader". Sometimes depicted as an Ibis, god of the moon, 
stars, magic and wisdom. He reads the weight on the scale so Osiris 
could record the weight of a dead person’s soul. Often seen as a 
symbol of authority.  

• Upuat – a wolf god who guided the dead to the underworld.

Some gods were connected to directional compass points:

• The princes of the West:
o OSIRIS AND ANUBIS.

• The prince of the South:
o SETH

• The prince of the North:
o HORUS

• The princes of the East:
o SOPDU AND THOTH

Creation Story
In the beginning there was nothing but Nun – the raging waters of chaos. Ra 
emerged out of Nun. He then sailed through the sky in a boat and created the 
earth, air and water, as well as  all plants, living creatures and the other gods. 
He was the god of all creation and the most powerful god in the universe.

In Lower Egypt, the sun god was called Ra. In Upper Egypt, the sun god was 
known as Amon. This god was thus collectively known as Amon-Ra.

Amon-Ra ceated day and night, by circling the world in his sky-boat. He was 
born as a baby every morning and died an old man at night. He was synonym 
with light and life. He is  represented as a man (sometimes with the head of a 
falcon), with or without horns, but always with a sun disk.

Amon-Ra created Shu, and his  twin sister Tefnut. Shu and Tefnut married 
and had two children – Geb and Nut.

Geb and Nut married and had four children (two pairs of pigeon twins) – 
Osiris and Isis, Set and Nephthys. 

Osiris  and Isis ruled over the fertile Lower Egypt whilst Set and Nephthys 
ruled the barren Upper Egypt. This caused Set to be jealous and turn to evil. 
Nut also had another daughter Hathor with her grandfather, Amon-Ra.

Osiris married her twin brother Isis, and had Horus.
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Nephthys married her twin brother Set. They could not have children so 
Nephthys tricked her brother Osiris and bore his child, Anubis. 

➡ 2.1.1 Five basic creation stories.

• The Ennead of Heliopolis
• The Ogdoad of Hermopolis
• The Triad of Elephantine (Abu)
• The Triad of Thebes
• The Triad of Memphis

➡ 2.1.2 The Ennead of Heliopolis.

Heliopolis is found just to the northeast of modern Cairo. It was politically and 
spiritually powerful during the Old Kingdom. It is the site of the first known sun 
temple, which was dedicated to Re-Hekarte. Today, only a single relic remains 
standing at the site. The obelisk of Senwosret 1 now marks the location.

According to the Heliopolitans, the first act of creation occurred when the sun 
god Atum, "lord of Heliopolis", rose out of the chaos of Nun from a lotus  flower 
and stood on a raised mound he created, the ben-ben. This first act of 
creation brought light into the world. At the site of his emergence, the temple 
of Heliopolis  was built. Atum was called a self-created god or the child of Nun. 
He was also said to be the ben-ben. At the time of the Pyramid Texts, Atum 
became identified with Re. As Atum-Re, he was connected to the Bennu Bird 
(the phoenix).

Atum created his children, Shu and Tefnut by masturbating. This may seem 
impossible but Atum was a bisexual god. He embodied both the male and 
female aspects of life. Therefore, his semen contained all that was necessary 
to create new life and deities. The Egyptians called Atum "Great He-She" and 
his name meant "the complete one". 

Shu and Tefnut in turn conceived Geb and Nut through normal sexual 
relations. Geb was the god of the earth and Nut was the sky. After conceiving 
four children (Osiris, Isis, Nephthys, and Seth), Geb and Nut became 
separated by their father Shu, the god of the air. Nut is often shown arched 
over Geb with the sun traveling along her body. Beyond Nut's  body lies  Nun 
and nonexistence.
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*Anubis is believed to be either Set and Nephthys’ son, or Nephthys’ and 
Osiris’ son, or even Osiris and Isis’ son. He is even believed to be around 
prior as well.

** Horus the Elder is believed to be either Geb and Nuts son; Osiris and Isis’ 
son; Osiris and Isis’ son, but made into Geb and Nut’s son; in some cases not 
existing; in others, he merges with Horus, son of Osiris and Isis.
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➡ 2.1.3 The Ogdoad of Hermopolis.

Located in Middle Egypt, Hermopolis (Magna) was a major cult center of 
Thoth. Thoth was called by the Greeks, "Hermes". It is from this  name for 
Thoth that we derive the name of the city, which means literally, "the city of 
Hermes".

Hermopolis  was the ancient capital of the 15th Upper Egyptian home. During 
the Islamic period it was heavily plundered. Despite that there are still traces 
of temples dating from the Middle and New Kingdoms. Rameses II built a 
temple there with materials derived from the abandoned city of Akhetaten.

The Hermopolitans claimed that their theory of creation was older than any 
other in Egypt.  They believed in a system of eight deities, four gods and their 
respective consorts. The two that became the most prominent in later times 
were Nun and Amon. Nun was respected in many parts of Egypt as the 
primordial waters from which everything emerged during creation. Amon, of 
Theban fame, rose to prominence during the reign of the princes of Memphis.

It has been noted by many that the goddesses of Hermopolis simply had the 
female equivalent of their partner's name (for comparison's sake, "Stephanie" 
is  the female equivalent of the name "Stephen"). Therefore, each pair of 
deities can be viewed as the male and female parts of a whole and perhaps 
greater god.

In any case, each of the four gods were the gods of one of the creative 
powers or sources. 

• Nun – water; 
• Heh – unendingness, eternity; 
• Kuk – darkness; 
• Amon – that which is unseen or air.

The four gods were depicted with frog heads, while the goddesses were 
shown with the heads of serpents.

At some point these entities, which comprised the primordial substance 
interacted explosively and snapped whatever balanced tensions had 
contained their elemental powers. This burst of energy thrust up the primeval 
mound located at Hermopolis where the sun was born.

Following creation, the Ogdoad ruled the earth during a Golden Age. They 
then died and went to live in the Duat, or Underworld. The Ogdoad were 
responsible for the flow of the Nile and the rising of the sun each day. It was 
said that everyday they brought forth the lotus that held the sun-god. 
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Another version says that the egg was laid by an ibis, the bird of Thoth. As 
the cult of Thoth was newer than that of the Ogdoad, it is likely that this 
version was  created by the priests of Thoth to merge the mythologies of the 
Eight and of Thoth. The Ogdoad was sometimes called the souls of Thoth.

The third creation story says that a lotus flower emerged from the waters  of a 
lake called "the Sea of the Two knives". This lake was located in a park near 
the temple in Hermopolis. When the lotus' petals opened, a divine child was 
revealed – Re.

The final story is the same as  the previous with the exception that inside the 
lotus was a scarab beetle, which is a symbol of the rising sun. The scarab 
then transformed into a crying boy. His  tears became mankind. The lotus was 
sometimes identified as the Eye of Re.

➡ 2.1.4 The Triad of Elephantine (Abu).

Elephantine was the ancient capital of the first home of Upper Egypt. It is  a 
small island just north of the First Cataract of the Nile.

Khnemu was a ram-headed creator-god whose cult center was at the city of 
Elephantine. Khnemu was said to have created all men and their kai from clay 
and straw. He molded their bodies on a giant potter's wheel. In the Pyramid 
Texts of the Old Kingdom, the pharaoh was called the "son of Khnemu."

At the Great Temple of Luxor, Khnemu was shown sculpting the body and ka 
of the pharaoh. The queen had conceived the king following intercourse with 
Amon and Hathor brought the sculptures to life by giving them the ankh.

Rounding out the triad of Elephantine was Khnemu's  consort, Satet and their 
daughter, Anget. Satet, as the "Mistress of Elephantine", was associated with 
the annual flooding of the Nile. Anqet was the divine child of Satet and 
Khnemu and was seen as the guardian of Egypt's southern frontier and the 
Nile cataracts.

Khnemu _________________
|
|
|
|
|
|

Satet_________________
|
|
|
|
|
|

Anget
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➡ 2.1.5 The Triad of Thebes.

The ancient Egyptian name for Thebes was Waset; it was the Greeks who 
gave it the name Thebai. It is located in Upper Egypt near the desert trade 
routes and Nubia. It reached its height of power during the New Kingdom. The 
city's exceptionally dry climate has helped to preserve its  monuments, such 
as the temples at Karnak and Luxor, much better than those built in the 
northern cities.

When the Upper Egyptian city Thebes rose to prominence during the New 
Kingdom, so did its local gods. The chief of the Theban gods was called 
Amon. Amon was associated with the air as  an invisible, dynamic force. He 
became indoctrinated as the supreme, all-powerful and unseen creator. It was 
said that he was self-created and born in secret. All other gods were just 
forms of Amon. 

The priests of Thebes incorporated the aspects of all of the great creator-gods 
in Amon. They said that the Ogdoad of Hermopolis  were forms of Amon and 
that Amon left the earth to shine as  the sun-god Re. The priests even claimed 
that Amon was the Tatenen, the primeval mound of Memphis.

Amon's  consort at Thebes was the mother-goddess Mut, and his son was  the 
moon, Khonsu.

The priests  of Thebes claimed that the city was founded on a hill and this was 
how the world began. It was the site of the first water (Nun and of the first land 
(the primeval mound). As the first city in the world, Thebes was a model for all 
others. In fact, mankind was created specifically to build other cities in the 
pattern of Thebes. 

Amon _________________
|
|
|
|
|
|

Mut_________________
|
|
|
|
|
|

Khonsu

➡ 2.1.6 The Triad of Memphis.

Memphis, "White Walls", was the first capital of Egypt following its  unification 
by the pharaoh Menes. In the area around Memphis, at sites such as Saqqara 
and Dahshur, pharaohs and important officials were entombed over many 
centuries.
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During the Greco-Roman period, Memphis lost much of its importance to 
Alexandria. With the Edict of Theodosius I (AD 379-95), Christianity was 
established as the official religion of the Roman Empire. The sites in and 
around Memphis became quarries for building projects in Cairo and the 
Temple of Ptah was destroyed. Thus, most of the information about the 
Memphite religious beliefs has been lost.

Most of what we know comes from the Shabaka Stone (seen at left). This 
stone commissioned by Pharaoh Shabaka when he found that the only written 
information of the Memphite beliefs was found on a worm-ridden piece of 
papyrus. He ordered that the papyrus be carved onto a stone so that its 
knowledge and information may last for all time. Unfortunately, since its 
original creation the Shabaka Stone was used as a millstone to grind grain 
and so some of the passages are no longer clear.

The people of Memphis believed that their god Ptah was the most ancient 
and pre-eminent of all the gods. Ptah was seen as the creator of all the other 
gods, the sun, and was responsible for the ripening of vegetation. 

The gods of Heliopolis  were considered to be just forms or manifestations of 
Ptah. He was called the "heart and tongue" of the Ennead. To the Egyptians, 
the heart and tongue were the seat of the human soul and intellect. Ptah was 
said to be superior to Atum who created his Ennead "by his semen and his 
fingers.

Ptah was more than just the creator of the physical world, he also created the 
spiritual world. He created the ka of each being. He was the creator of all 
good things, such as food, drink and the offerings of the gods. Ptah also 
created political order in the world by founding the cities and nomes of Egypt. 

Sekhmet was Ptah's primary consort and his  son was either Nefertum or 
Imhotep.

Ptah _________________
|
|
|
|
|
|

Sekhmet_________________
|
|
|
|
|
|

Nefertum / Imhotep
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Basic Egyptian Religion
To the ancient Egyptians three things were more important than anything else:

• The Nile River together with astrology (Osiris and Dog Star Sirius).
• Their king/pharaoh and Cleopatra.
• Life in the next world.

➡ 3.1.1 The Nile River.

The most important of these three was the Nile as it created the fertile land in 
the middle of a great desert. It was only because of the Nile that anything 
could prosper. The Egyptians based their entire culture on the flooding of the 
Nile. Egypt could not have existed without the great river. 

Every year, the SNOW in the MOUNTAINS of EAST AFRICA melts, sending a 
torrent of water that overflows the banks  of the Nile. The river picks up bits of 
soil and plant life called silt. The silt is  dropped on the banks of the Nile as the 
flood recedes, and creates excellent topsoil that provides two or three crops 
every year. Note that the Nile flows from SOUTH (East Africa) to NORTH 
(Egypt).

Two important things  are related to this worship of the Nile as a LIFE GIVING 
FORCE:

• Tthe death and rebirth of the god Osiris (reincarnation).
• The annual flooding, ebbing and withdrawing of the Nile (fertility).

The flooding of the Nile corresponded to the positions and movements of 
stars and planetary bodies.

The annual rising of the star Sirius signaled the flooding of the Nile. Sirius 
appears in the sky annually, at the time that the Nile floods. This star is 
connected to the god Osiris, fertility (sexual stuff) and reincarnation.

Now, for some background on Osiris. Osiris was one of the NINE chief deities. 
Amon-Ra created Shu and Tefnut. Shu and Tefnut had Geb and Nut. Geb and 
Nut had Osiris  and Isis, Set and Nephthys. (Note all the twins here and think 
back to twins, mirror images, cloning and so on.)

Osiris  married his twin sister Isis, and had Horus. (Incest and sex with the 
dead involved here!!)
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Osiris  was the first king of Egypt, and was murdered by his jealous brother 
Set (Spirit of jealousy4 ). His  body was cut into FOURTEEN pieces and 
scattered throughout Egypt, leaving no heir for Isis. 

With the help of her sister Nephthys and Thoth (god of writing) she collected 
the pieces and used her magical powers to recreate Osiris's body, thus 
making him the first MUMMY (divination and worship of the dead). She had 
sex with his  dismembered penis and became pregnant with Horus (tantric sex 
magic and sex with the dead). 

Osiris  was then metamorphosed into the constellation of ORION and became 
the ruler of the Kingdom of the Dead and overseer of the rituals of the dying 
(reincarnation and astrology).

Isis hid in the MARSHES (Water Spirits) of the Nile to escape from Set, and 
there Horus was born. 

Horus was the heir to the throne of his father Osiris and Set was the next in 
line, as the brother of Osiris, if Horus died. Horus was sickly and his uncle 
would send SNAKES and SCORPIONS to the marshes to try and kill him. 
Horus grew up and fought a dual with Set, during which he lost an EYE and 
Set lost his TESTICLES. 

Set was sent to the desert to act as the god of storms and Horus became the 
first Pharaoh (father was the first king) and also became the eternal eye of Ra 
(his grandfather). The story of Osiris parallels  the birth, death and rebirth of 
the vegetation cycle in the natural world. It is symbolic of the seasons, fertility 
and reincarnation. 

➡ 3.1.2 Lunar seasons.

The lunar year was set (started) by the rising of Sirius (Sothis), which 
heralded the annual Nile flood (mid-July). They had THREE LUNAR 
SEASONS of FOUR MONTHS each.

• Inundation (mid July to November). 
• Emergence (November to March).
• Harvest (March to July, low water).
• This was a total of 354 days.

NB!! The Star Sirius rose in JULY – the seventh month, AND 3 (seasons of) + 
4 (months each) = SEVEN.

NB!! July was named after Julius Caesar (see Cleopatra and DENIAL).
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➡ 3.1.3 Dog Star Sirius5 in programming.

This  is  attached to astrology, moon worship, Wicca and so on. The DID/SRA 
survivor will have an identity in the system involved in these occultic practices 
connected to fertility cults6.

The star RISES at the time that the Nile starts to FLOOD, starting the whole 
fertility and reincarnation cycle. Sirius  is  seen in JULY and it is  interesting to 
note that this that this falls  between two major festivals. Summer Solstice 
(June 20-22) and Lammas/harvest (August 1).

Do you see all the occultic connections to the rising of Sirius?

It is  the SUN melting the SNOW on the MOUNTAINS of EAST African 
countries that starts the flood. The flood therefore starts with the SUMMER 
SOLSTICE, but the waters only reach Egypt later in the year. 

The star Sirius is seen when the snow has already started melting and the 
Egyptians therefore know that the flood is on its  way. The sun, snow, 
mountains, directions, stars and so on are part of the ELEMENTS, SEASONS 
and DIRECTIONS that form the BASIS of SHAMANISM7  (the root of all 
occultic practices).

Sirius is used as a TRIGGER or CUE to OPEN up a program.
The program itself is MIND CONTROL. In some DID/SRA systems it is the 
Pagans (Wiccans, Red Indians  and so on) who battle at this  time of the year 
and are TRIGGERED.

Petitioning against the ROOT can break the triggering. For example, a 
survivor’s birthday is in July (July 11th) and when you don’t understand the 
triggering you will have a horrific time without knowing why. Note that 7 + 11 = 
18, and 18 = 2 x 9. It was also her 36th birthday (note all the 3's in this story, 
note that 3 x 3 = 9, and note that 3 + 6 = 9, nine being the "perfect number", 
and the number of chief Egyptian deities – it all goes back to Kabbalah8.

Note, we therefore have to petition against:

• Numbers, numerology, Kabbalah, especially the numbers 3 and 9. 
• Astrology, constellations (especially Orion).
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8	  Please	  see	  prayer	  of	  renuncia)on	  for	  Kaballah.



• The Dog Star Sirius  and what he REPRESENTS – fertility and 
reincarnation, cycles starting).

• The connection Sirius has to seasons, the four elements  and directions 
– (N.S.E.W.).

• Triggering ability at this time of the year and for the safety of all Pagan 
alters.
 

➡ 3.2 Pharaohs, Cleopatra.

It is important to include Cleopatra in a petition of this  type. She is  the 
program used for DENIAL (Cleopatra, “Queen of De-Nile”). 

SEVEN Egyptian queens were known as Cleopatra, but the most famous was 
the last.  Cleopatra was born in 69BC (note the year), long after the era of the 
pharaohs had ended.  She ruled Egypt with her brother, Ptolemy XIII, but after 
THREE years they fought each other in a civil war.  Julius  Caesar, a Roman 
general, invaded Egypt and killed Ptolemy XIII.  Cleopatra married another 
brother, Ptolemy XIV, but fell in love with Caesar and followed him back to 
Rome. 

Cleopatra returned to Egypt when Caesar was murdered in Rome.  She killed 
Ptolemy XIV and again ruled Egypt, this time with her son, Ptolemy XV.  
THREE years after returning, she fell in love with another visiting Roman, 
Mark Antony.  Antony planned to build an empire with Cleopatra, but Octavian, 
another son of Julius  Caesar, murdered him.  Cleopatra then turned her 
affection to Octavian, and when he showed no interest, she killed herself in 30 
BC by allowing an ASP (or cobra) to bite her. (Note all the numbers and other 
occultic references in this story, such as the snake.) The Cleopatra program is 
a powerful form of mind control. 

Numbers trigger it and its purpose is to stop DID/SRA's from speaking out by 
getting then to DENY that the very acts that hold them in bondage ever 
occurred.

The Egyptian Afterlife
➡ 3.3.1 Afterlife beliefs and rituals.

The history of ancient Egypt is  split up into different historical time periods. 
Throughout these time periods, the funerary beliefs and rituals changed and 
evolved. Ancient Egyptians worshipped a series of gods who usually, but not 
explicitly, explained aspects of nature. The gods explained natural 
phenomenons, like the flooding of the Nile, the fertility of the crops, and the 
rise and set of the sun. 
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Although Egypt worshipped many gods, certain gods had major influences on 
the beliefs about the afterlife. 

The most important god to the Egyptian underworld was the god Osiris. 
During the Old Kingdom, only Pharaohs were believed to have the ability to 
receive life after death. Egyptian laborers and common folk would work to 
ensure the pharaoh's afterlife because it remained their only connection to life 
after death. As time went on, the people began to embrace the idea that the 
general population had the ability to enter the underworld. 

However, the pharaohs  continued to have the most extravagant burial 
preparations and accommodations. The ancient Egyptians believed that death 
lead to another life that far exceeded the life they had lived on earth. 

The spirit of the deceased had different parts, which helped the person live on 
after death. The ka was the part of the spirit that did not dwell with the person 
during their lifetime, but would return to the body when the person died. This 
was the reason why the preservation of the body through mummification 
became so important. The ka was believed to be the life force or spiritual 
twin of the person and was depicted in an image like the person. 

The ba, usually depicted as a bird with a human head, came into being once 
the ka and body were joined. The ba had the ability to leave the tomb during 
the day, but had to return at night. The ba was thought of as "animation." 

Other parts of the dead body included the akh, which was able to affect the 
living. 

The name of the person played a role in the person's journey and was, 
therefore, written in the tomb or on funeral texts. 

Finally the shadow protected the deceased from harm. These different parts 
of the spirit contributed to many aspects of the funeral process.

After death, the person's ka took a very dangerous journey. It began from the 
Nile River and set off towards the gates of Yaru, which were the final 
destination of the afterlife. On the way, it had to pass  through the Hall of Two 
Truths where the heart was placed on a scale against the Feather of Truth. 

The Feather of Truth had the weight of the person's past sins and lies. Osiris 
and two other gods observed this  process, and if the heart passed the test, 
the person gained the right to successfully enter Yaru. 

However, if the heart failed, a monster made up of part crocodile, 
hippopotamus, and lion devoured the body and put a final end to it's 
existence. 
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Because of this dangerous journey, the body had to be properly preserved 
and placed in an adequately stalked tomb in order to help the person reach 
the final destinations of the afterlife. 

In order to preserve the body, Egyptian's would mummify the body of the 
deceased person. This mummification process consisted of a long and 
intricate effort, which took up to seventy days. 

Once properly preserved, the body was placed in its tomb with many other 
treasures and items. Such items included food, clothing, hairdressing 
supplies, and tools. Shabtis, or miniature worker models, were placed in the 
tombs in order to do work for the person in the afterlife. 

The Book of the Dead is  a name people have given to the ancient Egyptian 
collections of texts, hymns, and litanies that refer to the dead. The different 
texts explain what happened to the dead in the afterworld, and also gave the 
prayers the person needed to say at different parts of the journey. The idea of 
such prayers and speeches for the afterlife might be traced back to when the 
sisters  of Osiris, Isis and Nephthys, recited magical spells to Osiris  in order to 
give him everlasting life. The Book of the Dead started out as simple prayers 
and petitions used during funerals. They were first passed down orally, but 
were later written down. As time went on, those who copied the book made 
additions and variations to the prayers and stories. 

➡ 3.3.2 Mummification process.

Special priests  and embalmers took on the elaborate task of mummifying a 
body. The process took many steps. The brain was removed through the nose 
with a special hooked instrument and discarded because it had no value to 
the person. 

All organs of the abdomen and chest, except the heart, were taken out and 
separately placed into jars, which were later placed with the body inside the 
tomb. 

The heart remained in the body because it held the person's intelligence and 
emotion. Priests and embalmers packed and covered the body with natron 
and let it dry for 70 days. This process removed all the moisture from the 
body. 

The body cavity and other sunken in areas of the corpse due to the drying out 
process were stuffed with resin, sawdust, or linen in order to bring back the 
natural shape of the body. The body also received fake eyes or other 
materials  in order to enhance the appearance. The body got wrapped in many 
layers of linen. 
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Priests  placed jewelry, amulets, and written prayers in between the layers  of 
wrapping. The most important amulet, the scarab beetle, rested over the 
heart. 

Different facial masks were sometimes placed over the linen strips. 

Finally, the priests performed ceremonies like the "Opening of the Mouth" in 
which they touched different parts of the mummy in order to let the person 
speak, eat, and use other senses in the life after death. 

➡ 3.3.3 Journey to the afterlife.

The Duat is the land of the dead in the West. You entered this land of the 
dead through the great pass in the mountains of the Western Desert, the Gap 
of Abydos.

You head through this  pass towards the First Region of the Night. In this 
region can be seen the Mesektet Boat in which Re begins  his  journey into the 
Duat with the ending of each day. The boat is  splendid with glorious trappings, 
colors of amethyst and emerald, jasper and turquoise, lazuli and the deep 
glow of gold. 

A company of the gods draws the Boat along the ghostly River of Death with 
golden towing-ropes; the portals of the Duat are flung wide, and you then 
enter the First Region between the six serpents who are curled on either side. 

The Ka's of all those who have died that day journey in this great Boat of Re 
on their way to the Judgment Hall of Osiris.

The Boat moves on its way through regions of night and thick darkness  and 
then comes to the portal of the Second Region. This  portal has tall walls on 
either side, and on the top of the walls  are the points of spears so that none 
might climb over. The walls have great wooden doors that turn on pivots, and 
are guarded by snakes breathing fire and poison.

All who pass through on the Boat of Re must speak the words of power 
decreed for that portal, for the doors to swing open.

The Second Region is the Kingdom of Re, and the gods and heroes of old 
who had lived on earth when Re was King dwell here in peace and happiness, 
guarded by the Spirits  of the Corn who make the wheat and barley flourish 
and cause the fruits of the earth to increase.

None of the dead who voyage in the Boat of Re may pause or set foot on this 
land or they cannot continue into Amenti (the Third Region of the Duat), where 
the Judgment Hall of Osiris is waiting to receive them.
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Then come the portals to the Third Region and at the word of power the great 
wooden doors scream open on their pivots. Here in the Third Region, the 
dead disembark in the outer court of the Judgment Hall of Osiris.

The Boat itself continues on its way through the nine other Regions of the 
Night until the re-birth of Re from out of the mouth of the Dragon of the East 
brings dawn once more upon earth and the rising of the sun. 

However the sun will not rise unless each night Re fought and defeated the 
Dragon Apep, who seeks to devour him in the Tenth Region of the Night.

At the Judgment Hall of Osiris, the Ka's of the newly dead come to the portal 
of the Hall and are challenged by the Door-Keeper. The Door-Keeper will not 
let them pass through unless they know his name, which is "Understander of 
Hearts and Searcher of Bodies". The Door-Keeper then announces them to 
the "Interpreter of the Two Lands", who is Thoth the Wise God.

In the Hall Thoth waits to receive the soul and offers  to announce them to 
Osiris  – him whose ceiling is of fire, whose walls  are living serpents, whose 
pavement is water.

Then ibis-headed Thoth leads the Ka to where Osiris sits  upon his throne, 
wrapped in the mummy-clothes of the dead, wearing the uraeus crown upon 
his forehead and holding the scourge and the crook crossed upon his breast. 

Before Osiris stands a huge balance with two scales. Jackal-headed Anubis, 
the god of death, then leads the soul (Ka) to the judgment. Before the 
Weighing of the Heart, each dead man's Ka may speak in his own defense.

The Ka beseeches Osiris to preserve it from Apep, the “Eater-up of Souls”. 
Anubis  then takes the heart out of the Ka and places it in one side of the 
Scale, and in the other side of the Scale is the Feather of Truth. 

The heart of an evil-doer sinks down the Scale whilst Thoth marks the angle 
of the beam until the Scale sinks so low that Ammit the Devourer of Hearts 
can catch the sinner's  heart in his jaws and bear it away. Then the evil-doer is 
driven into the thick darkness of the Duat to dwell with Apep the Terrible in the 
Pits of Fire.

But with the good man the Feather of Truth will sink down and his heart will 
rise up. Then he is given a place in the Fields of Peace with the followers of 
Horus. Horus will take the dead man by the hand and lead him past Osiris  and 
into the Fields of Peace.

He will stay here taking joy in all the things he had loved best in life, in a rich 
land of plenty, until Osiris  returns to earth, taking with him all those who have 
proved worthy to live for ever as his subjects. 
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General Essay on Ancient Egypt
The civilization of Ancient Egypt flourished for more than 3,000 years. In the 
pre-dynastic period Egypt was divided into the kingdoms of Upper and Lower 
Egypt, the King of Upper Egypt wore the white crown and the King of Lower 
Egypt wore the red crown. 

After years of bitter struggle between the kings  of the north and the south, the 
north was finally defeated, Egypt was united under the Southerner, Menes, 
and the first dynasty was founded around 3100 BCE. The memory of a pre-
dynastic Egypt lived on in the pharaohs' title King of Upper and Lower Egypt. 

The most important parts of Egyptian history are divided into thirty two 
dynasties which extend from the beginning of the literate period, under the 
rule of Menes, until Egypt became a Roman province around 30 BCE. The 
successive pharaohs of Egypt were divided into these dynasties. Throughout 
her history Egypt passed through periods of turbulent political upheaval and 
times of peace, power and prosperity. The most stable and productive periods 
of Egyptian history are marked by the Old, Middle and New Kingdoms. 

At the end of the New Kingdom Egypt suffered a series  of foreign invasions 
and rulers and the great periods of Egyptian civilization went into decline. 

Life in Ancient Egypt revolved around the towns and villages of Egypt, which 
nestled alongside the River Nile. On either side of the river the lands were 
green and fertile but beyond these narrow strips of land the hot dry desert 
stretched as  far as the horizon. Once the harvest had been collected even the 
fertile land became hard and dry under the hot desert sun. 

By late Spring, when the land was desperately parched, the River Nile began 
to rise. The waters  rose gradually, slowly creeping over the land until the fields 
were hidden from view. When the waters began to recede, leaving behind a 
thick black layer of silt, villagers and workmen took up their tools and set to 
work on the land, clearing, digging, surveying, plowing and planting. 

The land of Egypt could once more flower with new life, the people would be 
fed, the taxes paid and the royal granaries well stocked. Each year the land, 
which had been dead was given new life, so at the time of the yearly flood the 
people celebrated the festival of Osiris, the god of vegetation. The pharaoh, 
the priests and the people sang, danced and performed plays in his  honor, 
praying for a rich and fruitful harvest. 

Osiris  would give new life to the land, he would also give new life to those who 
had died, for he was the god of the underworld and he welcomed the dead to 
his land, the Land of the West. 

Until the Middle Kingdom the land of Upper and Lower Egypt was divided into 
forty-two administrative areas known as each governed by a monarch. 
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The officials of each nome assessed and collected the taxes, which were due 
on the lands, which did not belong to the temples and sorted out any minor 
legal problems in the towns and villages. In theory, the pharaoh owned all the 
land in Egypt but he gave gifts  of land to his favorite subjects. Every large 
town had at least one temple and the fertile temple lands were exempt from 
certain taxes and given many privileges. In addition, the king presented 
foreign booty to the temples and as a result the priesthood became both 
powerful and wealthy. 

Sometimes, particularly in the New Kingdom, the power of the priesthood 
threatened the power of the king himself. The temple was primarily the house 
of the god cared for by the priesthood and the position of priest was 
hereditary, though many of the priests had another profession. A doctor could 
be a priest of Sekhmet, goddess of disease and epidemic, and a lawyer could 
be a priest of Ma'at, goddess of truth and justice. 

Once trained these priests would return annually to the temple where they 
performed religious duties as well as  teaching and debating in the universities 
attached to the temple. These educational institutions were known as the 
Houses of Life. Doctors, scientists, lawyers, mathematicians and scribes 
learned their professions alongside each other in the House of Life and 
religion was interwoven in all these subjects. 

The Egyptians put great emphasis on education because it was a means of 
escaping dirty and often dangerous menial jobs. Before acquiring a profession 
it was essential to know how to read and write. Ancient Egyptian writing is 
known as hieroglyphs. 

Although schoolchildren spent endless hours copying out hieroglyphic 
literature it was only after training in the House of Life that the scribe could 
fully master the hieroglyphic script. The Egyptians worked out mathematical 
formulae for purely practical reasons. They had to know how to divide land 
and measure area; it was essential to keep exact measurements when the 
pyramids, tombs or temples were built. 

While the plans for a building were drawn up by the architects and 
mathematicians, the workers  were busy quarrying the stones. The most 
common building stones were sandstone, granite and limestone. 

Since the River Nile was the main highway in Egypt the stones were placed 
on flat-bottomed barges and floated up the river to the spot nearest the 
building site. The horse and chariot were not introduced into Egypt until the 
Middle to New Kingdom but even then the river was the best highway for 
heavy cargo. With the use of ramps, pulleys and roller sledges the enormous 
stones were eased up the river banks. The monumental tombs and temples 
took many years to build so the pharaoh would begin work on his  pyramid or 
tomb during his lifetime. 
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The pyramids were built in layers with the four sides tapering equally. Smooth 
pathways of earth were laid over stretches  of stones so that the stones could 
be heaved up on sledges with rollers beneath. The Egyptians used the size of 
the human body to determine set lengths; the main measurement was the 
cubit, equivalent to a man's  forearm from the elbow to the tip of the 
outstretched middle finger. 

The desert edge and the eastern hills of Egypt were a rich source of stone, 
which could be cut for use in monumental buildings, for statues or for delicate 
cosmetic dishes. Stone dishes, particularly alabaster dishes, were made 
mainly for burial in tombs whereas clay was the material for everyday 
domestic use. Often the Ancient Egyptians used minerals  to paint pots, walls 
and coffins. 

For example, soot charcoal could be used for black paint, powdered malachite 
for green, iron oxide for pink and red ochre for the bright reds. The pigments 
were ground with a pestle on stone palettes and mixed with water and with 
glue, gum or egg for adhesive. 

The abundant clay of the River Nile was combined with water, straw and other 
vegetable matter to make bricks, the common building material for houses. 
Clay from the Nile and from the desert wadis  was fired to make ceramic 
storage jars, pots and bowls. Many of the pots  were simple, practical and 
unpainted, designed for use in the home. 

The Ancient Egyptians were particularly fond of jewelry for decoration in this 
life and the next. Necklaces, beads, earrings and amulets were made from 
gold, silver, shell, carnelian, turquoise, amethyst and other precious and semi-
precious stones and metals. 

Both men and women wore jewelry, particularly on festive occasions but 
the Egyptians wore very little jewelry and clothing for everyday work in the 
fields. Most peasants  would have worn a small cloth girdle and frequently 
worked naked. Farming was an important source of labor in Egypt particularly 
for the people in small villages dotted along the Nile. There was also a 
demand for craftsmen in the villages or in government workshops. 

Precious stones were cut and carved to make jewelry for the nobles and the 
royal family; stonemasons were busy fashioning stones into statues, vases 
and bowls, carpenters carved fine furniture and statues  for houses, temples 
and tombs. 

Everybody worked to provide goods for this life as  well as the next. The 
Ancient Egyptians could not imagine the afterlife to be any different from this 
life. They thought they would still need food, furniture and clothing and to have 
someone else to plow their lands and prepare their food. 
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So those who could afford it put servant statuettes in their tombs to carry out 
these tasks. Even the owner of the tomb was usually buried with a statue of 
himself in case anything should happen to his body. 

At the burial the officiating priest brought everything to life with sacred words 
and gestures, this ceremony was known as "the opening of the mouth."

The fertile land of Egypt was scarce and therefore very precious so the dead 
were buried on the outskirts of towns and villages. In the earliest times they 
were buried in shallow oval pits  dug in the sand with a few goods, which they 
would need in the afterlife: some food, bowls and jewelry. The sun was 
scorching hot and the sand extremely dry so bodies dried out very quickly. It is 
possible that sandstorms revealed dead relatives perfectly preserved, this 
may have been why the people believed that their bodies must be preserved 
in order to reach the next life. 

Ancient Egyptian burial became more and more elaborate as  time went on. 
The dead were buried deeper often within a stone chamber and special 
buildings were put up to mark the grave. These buildings looked like long, low 
benches and are called "mastabas", an Arabic word for bench. Since the 
bodies were far away from the drying effects of the sun the skin would rot and 
eventually all that was left was a skeleton. 

A way of preserving the body was found through trial and error and the 
Egyptians learned how to dry out the body so that the skin and hair stayed as 
it had been in life. This  process  is known as mummification. During 
mummification the internal organs were removed by the embalmers through a 
cut in the lower left hand side of the body. 

The organs and the body were dried out with a special type of salt known as 
natron. They were then treated with fragrant spices and perfumes and 
eventually wrapped in bandages. Special prayers were said over the 
bandages because each bandage was important; charms were placed next to 
the skin and between the bandages. These charms are known as "amulets", 
an Arabic word which means "something which is carried". 

In life the Ancient Egyptians  carried amulets to protect different parts of their 
bodies and they believed that amulets would ward off evil in the afterlife too. 

The pharaoh was far greater than ordinary Egyptians, he was believed to be 
the son of the great sun god Re. At death the pharaoh joined the sun god in 
his day boat as  he sailed across the sky. At night the sun god changed to his 
night boat, which sailed through the underworld. The pharaohs of the Old 
Kingdom built huge pyramids  of stone which some people thought were like 
shafts of light coming from the sky, others said it was the place where the 
pharaoh climbed up to join the sun god. 
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The pharaoh was buried deep inside the pyramid surrounded by all the things 
he would need for the next life. The pyramids could be seen from great 
distances and were an easy target for thieves  who could break into them at 
night. The later pharaohs wanted their burials  to be safer so they cut their 
tombs deep into rocks in secret places but even so the thieves found ways of 
breaking into them. 

The sun god Re was one of the most important and oldest gods in Ancient 
Egypt but there were many others, some were human, some animals  while 
others had animal heads and human bodies. There were favorite gods who 
would be worshipped on special occasions or in special places. 

The jackal-headed god Anubis was the god of embalming and guarded the 
burial place - the necropolis; Seth was the pig god, the evil brother of Osiris, 
who brought disease and violence; Thoth was the ibis-headed god, the god of 
writing and wisdom; Horus was the falcon god, son of Osiris and Isis. 

One god who had an important place in the everyday life of the Ancient 
Egyptians was the household god, Bes. Bes was depicted as a dwarf deity 
with ' leonine features and he was affectionately portrayed on bowls, head-
rests, mirror handles and other domestic objects. 

The temple was the house of the god. Each temple was built in the style of the 
first temple, a simple reed shrine. Tall stone columns carved in the shape of 
lotus flowers or papyrus buds rose high above the officiating priests. The 
temples were dark, lit only by windows high up on the walls. 

The ceilings were painted with stars and the walls  were covered in sacred 
inscriptions and carvings of the gods. The main god of the temple had his 
sanctuary at the back of the temple and each day the pharaoh or the high 
priest approached the god's sanctuary to perform the Daily Temple Ritual. 

The god was washed, fed and dressed and then offered prayers and incense. 
This  important ritual was carried out three times a day in every temple in 
Egypt.

The monumental temples of Egypt must have appeared daunting to the 
majority of ordinary people but popular cults  did develop around architectural 
features of the temple. 

At Memphis, for example, there was a cult of Horus "on the corner of the 
southern door". Other popular cults grew around the posthumous reputation 
of famous people, for example, Imhotep, a renowned physician and architect 
of the third dynasty step pyramid at Saqqara was later worshipped as the god 
of medicine. Magic also played a central role in Egyptian religion for rich and 
poor alike. Ritual words, gestures and objects were believed to carry 
considerable power.
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Throughout Egyptian history new gods were accepted into the extensive 
Egyptian pantheon. At times, however, the literature of the New Kingdom 
indicates the recognition of a central power behind these countless deities, a 
power, which could be reflected in many forms. 

This  was  particularly evident after the reign of the 18th dynasty pharaoh 
Amenophis IV, who changed his name to Akhenaten and tried to introduce the 
worship of the Aten as the official Egyptian religion. The Aten's creative power 
was manifested in the disc of the sun and the pharaoh Akhenaten was his 
sole representative on earth. After Akhenaten's death there was a move back 
to traditional cultural practices. 

Throughout Egyptian history the diversity of the Egyptian pantheon was 
welcomed by both the powerful and the humble. The gods permeated most 
areas of Egyptian life; they could help in sickness and in times of sadness, 
they could be a cause for celebration or be used as a political tool. Whatever 
their role they were an essential part of Egyptian life.
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Prayer of renunciation 
for egyptian gods ...



FATHER of Y'shua HaMaschiah9 (Jesus the Messiah), I confess  that I have 
eternal life, that I am saved by grace through FAITH, not by works, and that 
eternal life is a gift of GOD (1 Corinthians 15:12-18).

FATHER, I come to You in the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the 
Messiah), Your Son, and confess that I have been involved in heresy and ask 
Your forgiveness.  

Thank You that the Blood of Y’shua (Jesus) cleanses me from all my sins (1 
John.1:7).

Thank You ABBA FATHER, that You are not a man that You should lie, nor a 
son of man that You should repent. Have You said, and will You not do it, or 
have You spoken and not make it good? (Numbers 23:19)  

Therefore I know, my FATHER, that if I confess my sins, You are faithful and 
just to forgive my sins and cleanse me from all unrighteousness (1 John. 1:9).

I cut all spirit and soul ties with all and any person, god, deities, demon, 
priest or priestess associated with Egyptian worship, in the Name of Y'shua 
HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah):

I take the Sword of the Spirit and cut my family and myself free from all these 
entities, and I petition You FATHER, to burn my name out of every document 
and stone engraving connected to Egyptian worship and ritual. 

I reject and renounce all and every Egyptian deity, turn my back on them and 
walk away from their false altars and places of worship.  

I renounce all deities connected to the worship of the air (wind and sky); the 
earth; rain and water; and fire.

I renounce all worship of these deities related to or connected to life and 
death in the belief of Egyptology. 

I renounce all worship related to their rulers (the pharaohs). 
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I renounce all connections to the nine chief deities – Ra, Shu and Tefnut, 
Geb and Nut, Osiris and Isis, Set and Nephthys. 

I renounce all connections to the three secondary deities – Hathor, Horus 
and Anubis.

I renounce all connections to every single one of the lesser deities.

I renounce all connections to every single deity listed below as well as those 
not mentioned.

Amentiu, Amon-Ra, Atum-Ra, Anubis, Apis, Aten, Bast or Bastet, Bes, 
Boebastis, Geb, Hapi, Hathor, Horus, Hu, Isis, Maat, Mayet, Menthu, 
Meretseger, Meskhent, Min, Mut, Nefertum / Imhotep, Nekhebet, 
Nephthys, Nun, Nut, Osiris, Ptah, Renenet, Renpet, Sebek, Seker, 
Sekhmet, Seshat, Set, Shai, Shu, Sobek, Taweret, Tefnut, Thoth and 
Upuat. 

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), I cut myself loose 
from:

• The princes of the West: OSIRIS AND ANUBIS
• The prince of the South: SETH
• The prince of the North: HORUS
• The princes of the East: SOPDU AND THOTH

I also reject and renounce every other deity which I do not know of and whose 
name I have not mentioned.  I now turn my back on all the Egyptian gods and 
ask in the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), that all these 
gods will fall on their faces and that Yahweh GOD will destroy them with His 
consuming Fire.  In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), I 
reject and renounce every appearance and characteristic, which has  been 
attributed to these gods, as well as all “holy” animals whom are being 
worshiped as gods.

In the name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), I cut myself free 
from all numerology connected to these deities or the worship of them.

I petition You FATHER to lose me from any ties or cords that bind me to all 
and any Egyptian numerology; those aspects mentioned below and those not 
mentioned:

• The four sets of twins born of Ra (4 X 2 = 8).
• All numerology significance attached to the numbers 1, 3, 4, 9.
• All underlying Cabalistic properties attached to these numbers.
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I renounce every Egyptian creation story that claims to have created what 
GOD our FATHER created, or claims to have created order, or claims that 
creation must be renewed after every night’s threat of eternal sleep.

I renounce Nun as the raging waters of chaos out of which came Ra.

I renounce Ra as the "creator being", who then created every living thing.

I reject and renounce all the following Egyptian stories of creation, and 
declare them to be lies, deception and heresies:

1. Hermopolitan creation story.
2. Heliopolitan creation story.
3. Memphis creation story.
4. Thebes creation story.

I renounce the three roots that form the foundation of Egyptian religious 
beliefs:

• The Nile River and its connection to Osiris and the Dog Star Sirius 
(Sothis).

• The Egyptian kings /pharaohs, and especially Cleopatra.
• The Egyptian beliefs regarding life in the next world.

I renounce the Nile River as the life giving force of Egypt. 

I renounce the link between the River Nile and the death and rebirth of the 
god Osiris (reincarnation) as well as the link to fertility worship (the annual 
flooding, ebbing and withdrawing of the Nile).

I renounce all correspondences the Nile and the positions and movements of 
stars and planetary bodies and the "Dog Star" Sirius or Sothis.

I renounce all symbolism connected to the Nile River through Osiris, such as 
the parallels  to the birth, death and rebirth of the vegetation cycle in the 
natural world, and the seasons, fertility and reincarnation.

I renounce the connection between the Nile River and the Lunar Seasons. 
(The moon controls the waters on earth.)

I come against every manner in which the Dog Star Sirius is connected to 
programming.

I petition you FATHER to set me free from the following in this area:

• Numbers, numerology, Kabala, especially the numbers 3 and 9. 
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• Astrology, constellations (especially Orion).
• The Dog Star Sirius (fertility and reincarnation cycle starting).
• The connection Sirius has  to seasons, the elements (earth, fire, wind 

and water) and directions (N.S.E.W.).
• Triggering ability at this time of the year (for the safety of all pagan 

identities).

I petition against the spirit and soul ties binding me to Egyptian worship 
through all pharaohs. I take the Sword of the Spirit and cut off all ties as  well 
as any spiritual umbilical cords that tie me to these pharaohs, in the Name of 
Y’shua (Jesus).

I ask that You will cut me off from the influence of every one of the seven 
Cleopatra queens, especially the last Famous Queen.  

I renounce Cleopatra and all things relating to her such as specific numbers 
and specific types of snakes (Asp and the King Cobra).

I petition for Your Protection against the mind control programming coming 
from her, and the numbers used to trigger this programming. 

I petition You FATHER, to pull out the root of the Cleopatra programming – 
DENIAL, so that I may come out of this darkness and into Your Light. 

I petition for Your Ultimate Protection over my mind or soul (intellect, will and 
emotion) as well as  my identities, and ask that the Blood of Y'shua 
HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah) will cover me and lead me out of this 
intricate maze.

I renounce the belief that all Egyptian kings and queens are gods.  

We believe that there is  ONE Creator, GOD, Who reveals Himself in the 
dimensions of FATHER, Messiah, and the Holy Spirit.

I reject and renounce all the following things pertaining to the afterlife:

• All rituals for the dead.
• All magic oils and spices used in rituals.
• All condolence rituals during funeral ceremonies.
• All good luck charms laid on the body to protect it against evil.
• All objects  buried with the dead to accompany them to the land of the 

dead.
• The Egyptian scarab beetle as guardian of the heart to ensure new life.
• The Field of Celestial Offerings
• The place of cleansing where all the dead get taken.
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• Ra, as the soul worker and encourager of dead souls.
• Osiris X as the name of every dead person.
• The boat god which conveys dead souls over the Nile and the river 

Styx.
• The realm of the dead or underworld in the west.
• The 12 provinces of the underworld.
• The Hall of Two Truths” and its 42 judging gods.  
• The feather of truth used in the weighing of the human heart.

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus  the Messiah), I now cut myself 
loose from the Egyptian underworld, which is  situated in the west, as well as 
from all gods and rituals connected to death, the afterlife and the underworld.

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus  the Messiah), I strip the “goddess 
of the hours” of her authority and power.  With the Blood and Name of Y'shua 
HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), I now cancel every instruction, which holds 
me captive in a certain time span.  

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus  the Messiah), I now cut myself 
loose from the belief that the bodies of the dead can live in a reincarnated 
state and be reincarnated after some time again; I break every curse that 
has come upon me for believing in these lies and cancel every 
incantation done for the dead.

I renounce all false resurrections and ascensions to “heaven” and out of 
death.

I reject and renounce the belief in, as well as all rituals and prayers offered 
during burials, in order to get free from the penalty of sin.  

I declare and acknowledge that only the Blood of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus 
the Messiah) on the cross of Golgotha can forgive and release from the 
penalty and power of sin.

I renounce all Egyptian magic, rituals, beliefs, observances and 
remembrances and repent for my participation and involvement in all these 
things.

Egyptian Doctrines

I reject and renounce the following Egyptian doctrines and ask forgiveness 
that I believed in them.  

I confess these now as sins, lies, heresies and deception:

• The doctrine of death and rebirth (reincarnation).
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• The influence of Cabala, numerology and numbers.
• The influence of astrology.

I renounce all ritual worship of idols. Please forgive me for this idolatry!

I ask forgiveness for every un-Godly sprinkling and incense burning in 
temples of idols and reject and renounce it as practices of Satan and idol 
worship.  

I ask forgiveness for every sacrificial banquet, which was brought to the 
gods and every cleansing ritual in which I took part, to  honour these gods.  

I cancel all Egyptian magic powers, incantations and secret formulas, as well 
as all magical healing powers.

I petition You FATHER to cancel all curses, charms, incantations and all 
magic, in which I have either taken part or which has been done against me. 

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah)
I cut myself loose from every Egyptian god, goddess and deity and declare 
them powerless over my life.

Thank You FATHER, for taking me out from under this satanic mastery.

I renounce and reject all ritual and ceremonial crowns, jewelry, clothing and 
scepters (such as  the Royal Crooked Scepter and the Uas Scepter) 
connected to Egyptian beliefs.

I renounce and reject my affiliation to every city, place, building, statue, 
temple or other place of worship, dedicated to or connected to the Egyptian 
deities, such as the obelisk, the pyramids and the sphinx.

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), I petition You 
FATHER to cut me lose from every doctrine and belief that forms part of 
Egyptian worship.

I repent for my participation and belief in the doctrines  stated below, as well as 
those not mentioned:

1) NATURE AS DEITY – I renounce the Egyptian belief that nature is divine 
or deity and that life on earth is  equivalent to eternal cosmic happenings – 
that the temporal and eternal worlds are part of the same unity. I renounce the 
beliefs  that the cosmic and human element comprise of one whole, that life 
and death are equivalent to sunrise and sunset and that the Nile river is  a 
life giving force and that the annual flooding, ebbing and withdrawing of this 
river provides fertility.
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ASTROLOGY – I renounce the belief that our power, strength and authority 
originate in the sun. I declare and confess that ABBA FATHER is my ONLY 
Source of strength.  

I declare that His Word says that those who wait on the LORD, shall renew 
their strength.

I ask forgiveness for every assignment, worship or request which was done in 
the name of the sun, moon and stars.  I declare and proclaim that I believe 
that only in the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah) I can 
receive forgiveness and eternal life.

I renounce the Egyptian belief in the Lunar year and all pertaining to this, 
such as the rising of the Dog Star Sirius (Sothis), the annual Nile flood, and 
the three lunar seasons of four months each – Inundation, Emergence and 
Harvest.

ANIMALS – In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah) and with 
the Sword of the Holy Spirit, I now cut al spirit and soul ties with the animal 
kingdom and every demonic god/goddess animal, which is  worshiped in 
Egypt such as: 

Sebek the crocodile, Opet the hippopotamus, jackals and wolves, cats (bast 
cat, mafdet cat, shed cat) and birds (geese, ibis, bennu, the phoenix bird, 
hawks and eagles, sparrow-hawk).

I also reject and renounce every snake god and snake worship In the Name 
of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah).

I cut myself free from every snake including – the Egyptian cobra, the asp, the 
ancient serpent, and Apophis the death snake. 

I also reject and renounce all two-headed snakes and the snake god known 
as the Devourer of the spirit.   

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah) I cut myself free from 
the Uraeus snake (serpent in Pharaoh’s crown), which spat fire on its 
enemies, and with the Blood of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), I 
now cancel every drop of poison. I thank You for a Heavenly intravenous 
containing a antidote for ALL poison in my body, soul and spirit. 

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), I now come against 
the kundalini spirit that has climbed up my spine all along the chakras and 
coming out of my third eye giving me psychic powers and abilities. 

I am sorry for giving this spirit legal right to possess my spine and to take 
control of my mind by giving me the mind of Lucifer. 
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I now bind the kundalini spirit and command it to leave me now, in the Name 
of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah).
 
I ask You FATHER to destroy the nest of the kundalini spirit in my lower back 
– destroy the eggs and any babies that have been born – destroy all 
multiplication of this  spirit in my whole being – body, soul and spirit. I ask You 
FATHER to please close every chakra and seal each one off with Your Blood. 

I ask You FATHER to close the third eye and seal it off with Your Blood – 
never to be opened to this false holy spirit again. Send Your Fire FATHER to 
destroy all traces of this spirit in my body, soul and spirit – especially my mind. 
Burn away all programming that has been placed in my mind allowing me to 
think satan’s thoughts.
  
I declare and acknowledge that GOD has given me the power and authority to 
trample on snakes and adders, and I ask now, Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the 
Messiah), that You will crush the head of every serpent.  

I renounce and reject all “holy” bulls connected to Egyptian worship including:
 

• The Apis bull of Memphis, 
• The bull of Kamephis and Mnevis, 
• The Ament bull, 
• The Buchis bull, 
• The bull of Min, 
• The golden bull of Canopus, 
• The bull of the Air and the Sun, 
• The bull of Mayet,
• And all others not mentioned. 

In Y’shua’s (Jesus) Name, I cut myself free and break the cycle of the scarab 
beetle over me in both the daytime and nighttime. I cut the strings tying my 
heart to this spirit of death and control. I declare that this scarab beetle does 
not determine whether I live or die – my days are numbered by the Almighty 
GOD of Israel!

PLANTS – I also reject and renounce all so-called holy plants, trees and all 
other objects of worship.  

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus  the Messiah), I now cut myself 
free from all of these above-mentioned things and declare that every knee 
shall bow before the Only Living GOD, Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the 
Messiah).
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2) FALSE TRINITY, HOLY CHILD AND MOTHER – with the Sword of the 
Spirit I now cut myself loose from all false trinities:

• Osiris the father god, 
• His son Horus the hawk god,
• And Isis, the mother. 

I confess and declare that I believe only in the – of GOD the FATHER, Y'shua 
HaMaschiah (Jesus Christ) His Son and the Holy Spirit of GOD. 

I reject and renounce the Egyptian view of a creator-god who is called Father-
Mother. I reject and renounce the false virgin Isis and her son Horus. 

3) OTHER DOCTRINES

EYES – In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), I now cut 
myself loose from the dominion and power of every eye. The all seeing eye of 
Lucifer, and all power related to the eyes such as the solar eye, the right eye 
and eternal of Ra and the left eye of Horus.

SEX – I reject, renounce and cut off all bisexual births and bisexual frogs as 
lies from hell. I renounce all forms of sexual perversion related to Egyptian 
worship, such as incest, sex with the dead and all others not mentioned.

I confess  that GOD the FATHER created the universe according to His Word, 
that Y’shua Messiah (Jesus Christ) is the only Mediator between GOD and 
man, and that the Holy Spirit of GOD will lead His children into all Truth.

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), and with the 
authority which I have as a believer in Him, I now declare that I have been 
redeemed out of the hand of Satan and all Egyptian idolatry and that I am 
cleansed of all sin and through His Blood, sanctified, cleansed and justified.  

I am a member of the chosen generation, the Royal Priesthood and a child of 
GOD.  

I now belong to Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), body, soul and 
spirit. 

I now turn my back on all forms of Egyptian idolatry, take my territory back 
from Satan and tear up all the contracts which were made with him.  

I cut my descendants and me free from all oaths, blood bonds and spirit and 
soul ties with every person who was involved with the above.  
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I now strip the gate-keepers of their authority, and ask You that all un-Godly 
keys will be destroyed, all papers of commission be torn up, and them to be 
decommissioned and sent to be a Footstool of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the 
Messiah). 

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), I ask that You will 
please close all evil doors and seal them with Your Blood.

I ask forgiveness for myself and my ancestor’s involvement with all the above-
mentioned things and confess that it is an abomination in Your sight.  

Thank You FATHER, that You will never again think of these sins and that You 
will remove them as far as the east is from the west.  

In the Name of Y'shua HaMaschiah (Jesus the Messiah), I now command 
every evil spirit to leave me immediately, and all idols to fall in front of the 
Almighty GOD of Israel and that You will burn them with Your consuming Fire.

Thank You FATHER.  

AMEN!
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Renunciations for Egypt10

(Aslan’s Place)
1. Introduction.

The many different faces of the occult and idolatry share common roots 
thought to originate in Babylon. The Ancient Mystery Religion of Egypt is one 
such root from which is  believed to have sprung up – among others – 
Freemasonry, SRA rituals, the Rosicrucian movement, Gnosticism, the 
Kabbalah, Alchemy and the New Age Movement.

Many of us have these roots in our generational lines. This  prayer is the 
renunciation of the first chapter of the Egyptian Book of the Dead. 

The ancient Egyptians are known for their fascination with death and the 
places in the afterworld, which we believe are un-Godly heavenly places or 
dimensions – in the second heaven.

We pray that as GOD severs these longstanding un-Godly links from our 
generational lines, that we will all be released into new levels of freedom in 
Messiah who is Life and Who is the Light to all men.

2. Renunciation of hymn to Osiris.

ABBA FATHER, on behalf of all my ancestors and me, in all the branches of 
my family line,

I repent for all who said, 

"Homage to thee, Osiris, Lord of eternity, King of the gods, whose names are 
manifold, whose forms are holy, thou being of hidden form in the temples, 
whose Ka is holy. Thou art the governor of Tattu (Busiris), and also the mighty 
one in Sekhem (Letopolis). Thou art the Lord to whom praises are ascribed in 
the Nome of Ati, thou art the Prince of divine food in Anu."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Osiris. Please disconnect me 
from Osiris, Tattu, Sekhem, Ati and Anu.

I repent for all who said, 

“Thou art the Lord who is commemorated in Maati, the Hidden Soul, the Lord 
of Qerrt (Elephantine), the Ruler supreme in White Wall (Memphis). Thou art 
the Soul of Ra, his own body, and hast thy place of rest in Nekhen 
(Hierakonpolis). 
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Thou art the beneficent one, and art praised in Nart. Thou makest thy soul to 
be raised up. Thou art the Lord of the Great House in Khemenu (Hermopolis). 
Thou art the mighty one of victories in Shas-hetep, the Lord of eternity, the 
Governor of Abydos. The path of his throne is in Ta-tcheser (a part of 
Abydos).”

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Ra. 

Please disconnect me from Maati, Qerrt, Memphis , Ra, Nart, Khemenu, 
Shas-hetep, Abydos , Ta-tcheser

I repent for all who said, 

“Thy name is established in the mouths of men. Thou art the substance of 
Two Lands (Egypt). Thou art Tem, the feeder of Kau (Doubles), the Governor 
of the Companies of the gods. 

Thou art the beneficent Spirit among the spirits. The god of the Celestial 
Ocean (Nu) draweth from thee his waters. Thou sendest forth the north wind 
at eventide, and breath from thy nostrils to the satisfaction of thy heart. Thy 
heart reneweth its youth, thou producest the.”

[Note: The seemingly incomplete sentence is as in the translation that we are 
using.]

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Nu. 

Please disconnect me from Tem, Kau, Nu.

I repent for all who said, 

"The stars in the celestial heights are obedient unto thee, and the great doors 
of the sky open themselves before thee. Thou art he to whom praises are 
ascribed in the southern heaven, and thanks are given for thee in the northern 
heaven. The imperishable stars are under thy supervision, and the stars 
which never set are thy thrones. Offerings appear before thee at the decree of 
Keb."

I repent for all who said, 

"The Companies of the gods praise thee, and the gods of the Tuat (Other 
World) smell the earth in paying homage to thee. The uttermost parts of the 
earth bow before thee, and the limits of the skies entreat thee with 
supplications when they see thee. The holy ones are overcome before thee, 
and all Egypt offereth thanksgiving unto thee when it meeteth Thy Majesty."
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ABBA FATHER, please disconnect me from Keb and Tuat.

I repent for all who said, 

"Thou art a shining Spirit-Body, the governor of Spirit-Bodies; permanent is 
thy rank, established is thy rule. Thou art the well-doing Sekhem (Power) of 
the Company of the gods, gracious is thy face, and beloved by him that seeth 
it. Thy fear is set in all the lands by reason of thy perfect love, and they cry out 
to thy name making it the first of names, and all people make offerings to 
thee. Thou art the lord who art commemorated in heaven and upon earth. 
Many are the cries which are made to thee at the Uak Festival, and with one 
heart and voice Egypt raiseth cries of joy to thee."

I repent for all who said, 

"Thou art the Great Chief, the first among thy brethren, the Prince of the 
Company of the gods, the stablisher of Right and Truth throughout the World, 
the Son who was set on the great throne of his father Keb. Thou art the 
beloved of thy mother Nut , the mighty one of valour, who overthrew the 
Sebau-fiend. Thou didst stand up and smite thine enemy, and set thy fear in 
thine adversary. Thou dost bring the boundaries of the mountains. Thy heart 
is fixed, thy legs are set firm."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Keb and Nut. 

Please disconnect me from the Uak Festival, Keb, Nut and the Sebau-
fiend.

I repent for all who said, 

"Thou art the heir of Keb and of the sovereignty of the Two Lands ( Egypt ). 
He (Keb) hath seen his splendours, he hath decreed for him the guidance of 
the world by thy hand as long as times endure. Thou hast made this earth 
with thy hand, and the waters, and the winds, and the vegetation, and all the 
cattle, and all the feathered fowl, and all the fish, and all the creeping things, 
and all the wild animals thereof."

I repent for all who said, 

"The desert is the lawful possession of the son of Nut. The Two Lands (Egypt) 
are content to crown thee upon the throne of thy father, like Ra. "Thou rollest 
up into the horizon, thou hast set light over the darkness, thou sendest forth 
air from thy plumes, and thou floodest the Two Lands like the Disk at 
daybreak. Thy crown penetrateth the height of heaven, thou art the 
companion of the stars, and the guide of every god. Thou art beneficent in 
decree and speech, the favored one of the Great Company of the gods, and 
the beloved of the Little Company of the gods."
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I repent for all who said, 

"His sister [Isis] hath protected him, and hath repulsed the fiends, and turned 
aside calamities (of evil). She uttered the spell with the magical power of her 
mouth. Her tongue was perfect, and it never halted at a word. Beneficent in 
command and word was Isis, the woman of magical spells, the advocate of 
her brother. She sought him untiringly, she wandered round and round about 
this earth in sorrow, and she alighted not without finding him."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Isis .  

Please disconnect me from Isis in the Name of Y’shua!

I repent for all who said, 

"She made light with her feathers, she created air with her wings, and she 
uttered the death wail for her brother. She raised up the inactive members of 
whose heart was still, she drew from him his essence, she made an heir, she 
reared the child in loneliness, and the place where he was not known, and he 
grew in strength and stature, …

And his hand was mighty in the House of Keb. The Company of the gods 
rejoiced at the coming of Horus, the son of Osiris, whose heart was firm, the 
triumphant, the son of Isis, the heir of Osiris."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Horus. Please disconnect me 
from Horus.

3. Renunciation of a hymn to Ra when he rises in Heaven.

ABBA FATHER, on behalf of all my ancestors and me, in all branches of 
my family line,

I repent for all who said, 

"Homage to thee, O thou who hast come as Khepera, Khepera the creator of 
the gods, Thou art seated on thy throne, thou risest up in the sky, illumining 
thy mother Nut, thou art seated on thy throne as the king of the gods. Thy 
mother Nut stretcheth out her hands, and performeth an act of homage to 
thee. The domain of Manu receiveth thee with satisfaction. The goddess Maat 
embraceth thee at the two seasons of the day."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Khepera and Maat. Please 
disconnect me from Khepera, Man and Maat in the Name of Y’shua!
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I repent for all who said, 

"May Ra give glory, and power, and truth-speaking, and the appearance as a 
living soul so that he may gaze upon Heru-khuti, to the KA of the Osiris the 
Scribe Ani, who speaketh truth before Osiris, and who saith: Hail, O all ye 
gods of the House of the Soul, who weigh heaven and earth in a balance, and 
who give celestial food [to the dead]. Hail, Tatun, [who art] One, thou creator 
of mortals [and] of the Companies of the gods of the South and of the North, 
of the West and of the East, ascribe ye praise to Ra, the lord of heaven, the 
KING, Life, Strength, and Health, the maker of the gods."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Ra, Heru-khuti, Ani, Tatun. 
Please disconnect me from these in the Name of Y’shua!

I repent for all who said, 

"Give ye thanks unto him in his beneficent form which is enthroned in the Atett 
boat; beings celestial praise thee, beings terrestrial praise thee. Thoth and the 
goddess Maat mark out thy course for thee day by day and every day. Thine 
enemy the Serpent hath been given over to the fire. The Serpent- fiend Sebau 
hath fallen headlong, his forelegs are bound in chains, and his hind legs hath 
Ra carried away from him."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Thoth. Please disconnect me from 
Atett, Thott and Sebau in the Name of Y’shua!

I repent for all who said, 

"The Sons of Revolt shall never more rise up. The House of the Aged One 
keepeth festival, and the voices of those who make merry are in the Great 
Place. 

The gods rejoice when they see Ra crowned upon his throne, and when his 
beams flood the world with light. The majesty of this holy god setteth out on 
his journey, and he goeth onwards until he reacheth the land of Manu ; the 
earth becometh light at his birth each day; he proceedeth until he reacheth the 
place where he was yesterday."

I repent for all who said, 

"O be thou at peace with me. Let me gaze upon thy beauties. Let me journey 
above the earth. Let me smite the Ass. Let me slit asunder the Serpent-fiend 
Sebau. Let me destroy Aepep at the moment of his greatest power. Let me 
behold the Abtu Fish at his season, and the Ant Fish with the Ant boat as it 
piloteth it in its lake. Let me behold Horus when he is in charge of the rudder 
[of the boat of Ra], with Thoth and the goddess Thoth on each side of him. "
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ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of the Abtu Fish, the Ant Fish and 
Horus. 

Please disconnect me from Aepep, the Abtu Fish, the Ant Fish and Horus in 
the Name of Y’shua!

I repent for all who said, 

"Let me lay hold of the tow-rope of the Sektet boat, and the rope at the stern 
of the Matett boat. Let Ra grant to me a view of the Disk (the Sun), and a sight 
of Ah (the Moon) unfailingly each day. Let my Ba- soul come forth to walk 
about hither and thither and whithersoever it pleaseth. Let my name be called 
out, let it be found inscribed on the tablet which recordeth the names of those 
who are to receive offerings. Let meals from the sepulchral offerings be given 
to me in the presence [of Osiris], as to those who are in the following of 
Horus. Let there be prepared for me a seat in the boat of the Sun on the day 
whereon the god saileth. Let me be received in the presence of Osiris in the 
Land of Truth -speaking- the Ka of Osiris Ani."

ABBA FATHER, please disconnect me from the Sektet boat, the Matett boat 
and the Ka of Osiris Ani in the Name of Y’shua!

4. Renunciation of Nekht (Hierakonpolis)'s hymn to Ra.

I repent for all who said, 

"Homage to thee, O thou glorious Being, thou who art dowered [with all 
sovereignty]. O Tem-Heru-Khuti (Tem- Harmakhis), when thou risest in the 
horizon of heaven a cry of joy goeth forth to thee from all people. O thou 
beautiful Being, thou dost renew thyself in thy season in the form of the Disk, 
within thy mother Hathor. Therefore in every place every heart swelleth with 
joy at thy rising forever."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Tem-Heru-Khuti and Hathor. Would 
You disconnect me from these in the Name of Y’shua!

I repent for all who said, 

"The regions of the South and the North come to thee with homage, and send 
forth acclamations at thy rising on the horizon of heaven, and thou illuminest 
the Two Lands with rays of turquoise-[coloured] light. O Ra, who art Heru-
Khuti, the divine man-child, the heir of eternity, self-begotten and self-born, 
king of the earth, prince of the Tuat (the Other World), governor of Aukert, 
thou didst come from the Water-god, thou didst spring from the Sky-god Nu, 
who doth cherish thee and order thy members."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Heru-Khuti. Please disconnect me 
from Heru-Khuti, Tutat, Hukert in the Name of Y’shua!
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I repent for all who said, 

"O thou god of life, thou lord of love, all men live when thou shinest; thou art 
crowned king of the gods. The goddess Nut embraceth thee, and the goddess 
Mut enfoldeth thee at all seasons. 

Those who are in thy following sing unto thee with joy, and they bow down 
their foreheads to the earth when they meet thee, the lord of heaven, the lord 
of the earth, the King of Truth, the lord of eternity, the prince of 
everlastingness, thou sovereign of all the gods, thou god of life, thou creator 
of eternity, thou maker of heaven wherein thou art firmly stablished.

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Mut. Please disconnect me from 
Mut in the Name of Y’shua!

I repent for all who said, 

“The Company of the gods rejoice at thy rising, the earth is glad when it 
beholdeth thy rays; the people who have been long dead come forth with cries 
of joy to behold thy beauties every day. Thou goest forth each day over 
heaven and earth, and thou art made strong each day be thy mother Nut. 
Thou passest over the heights of heaven, thy heart swelleth with joy; and the 
Lake of Testes (the Great Oasis) is content thereat. The Serpent-fiend hath 
fallen, his arms are hewn off, the Knife hath severed his joints."

I repent for all who said, 

"Ra liveth by Maat (Law), the beautiful! The Sektet boat advanceth and 
cometh into port. The South and the North, and the West and East, turn to 
praise thee. O thou First, Great god (PAUTA), who didst come into being of 
thine own accord, Isis and Nephthys salute thee, they sing unto thee songs of 
joy at thy rising in the boat, they stretch out their hands unto thee. 

The Souls of the East follow thee, and the Souls of the West praise thee. 
Thou art the Ruler of all the gods. Thou in thy shrine hast joy, for the Serpent-
fiend Nak hath been judged by the fire, and thy heart shall rejoice forever. Thy 
mother Nut is esteemed by thy father Nu."

ABBA FATHER, would You break all un-Godly connections to the South, 
North, West, East. 

I repent for all worship of Nepthys. Please disconnect me from Nephthys, Nak 
and Nu in the Name of Y’shua!
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5. Renunciation of hymn to Osiris Un-Nefer.

I repent for all who said, 

"A Hymn of Praise to Osiris Un-Nefer, the great god who dwells in Abtu, the 
king of eternity, the lord of everlastingness, who traverseth millions of years in 
his existence. Thou art the eldest son of the womb of Nut. Thou was begotten 
by Keb, the Erpat. Thou art the lord of the Urrt Crown. Thou art he whose 
White Crown is lofty. Thou art the King (Ati) of gods [and] men. Thou hast 
gained possession of the sceptre of rule, and the whip, and the rank and 
dignity of thy divine fathers. Thy heart is expanded with joy, O thou who art in 
the kingdom of the dead."

I repent for all who said, 

"Thy son Horus is firmly placed on thy throne. Thou hast ascended thy throne 
as the Lord of Tetu, and as the Heq who dwelleth in Abydos. Thou makest the 
Two Lands to flourish through Truth-speaking, in the presence of him who is 
the Lord to the Uttermost Limit. Thou drawest on that which hath not yet come 
into being in thy name of "Ta-her-sta-nef."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of the Lord of Tetu, Heq and Ta-her-
sta-nef. Please disconnect me from these in the Name of Y’shua!

I repent for all who said, 

"Thou governest the Two Lands by Maat in thy name of "Seker." Thy power is 
wide-spread; thou art he of whom the fear is great in thy name of "Usar" (or 
"Asar"). Thy existence endureth for an infinite number of double henti periods 
in thy name of "Un-Nefer." Homage to thee, King of Kings, and Lord of Lords, 
and Prince of Princes. Thou hast ruled the Two Lands from the womb of the 
goddess Nut. Thou hast governed the Lands of Akert."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of Seker, Usar, Asar and Un-nefer. 

Please disconnect me from these in the Name of Y’shua!

I repent for all who said, 

"Thy members are of silver-gold, thy head is of lapis-lazuli, and the crown of 
thy head is of turquoise. Thou art An of millions of years. Thy body is all 
pervading, O Beautiful Face in Ta-tchesert. Grant thou to me glory in heaven, 
and power upon earth, and truth-speaking in the Divine Underworld, and [the 
power to] sail down the river to Tetu in the form of a living Ba-soul, and [the 
power to] sail up the river to Abydos in the form of a Benu bird, and [the power 
to] pass in through and to pass out from, without obstruction, the doors of the 
lords of the Tuat. 
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Let there be given unto me bread-cakes in the House of Refreshing, and 
sepulchral offerings of cakes and ale, and propitiatory offerings in Anu, and a 
permanent homestead in Sekhet-Aaru, with wheat and barley therein- to the 
Double of the Osiris."

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of the lords of the Tuat. 

Please disconnect me from these and from Abydos and Sekhet-Aaru.

ABBA FATHER, I repent for all worship of the gods whom You judged by 
sending the plagues against Egypt:

• Anuket, goddess of the Nile, 
• Khnum, the guardian of the Nile, 
• Hapi, the spirit of the Nile, 
• Osiris, who had the Nile as his bloodstream, 
• Heqt, the frog-goddess of fertility, 
• Geb, god of the earth, 
• Hathor, a cow-like mother goddess, 
• Qadshu, goddess of sexuality, 
• Imhotep, the god of medicine, 
• Serapis, protector from locusts, 
• Shu, god of the air, 
• Nut, the sky goddess? 

Please disconnect me from these in the Name of Y’shua.

AMEN!
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References and Footnotes:

Egyptian Book of the Dead
http://www.aldokkan.com/religion/dead.htm 

David Guzik's Commentaries on the Bible
http://www.studylight.org/com/guz/view.cgi?book=ex&chapter=010
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WRAPPING-UP Prayer AFTER Deliverance
(for the counsellor)

Dear Heavenly FATHER,

Thank You for the work being done here today. We pray against any whiplash, 
backlash, and judgment from the enemy in the Name of Messiah Y’shua 
(Jesus Christ).

We ask FATHER, that You will cut any un-Godly spirit/soul-ties formed in the 
spirit because of the deliverance that took place, also any transference that 
took place between their spirit, soul, and body to my spirit, soul and body. We 
plant the Cross of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) between myself and the 
counselee. Thank You that no transference will take place. We take Your 
Comprehensive Insurance for our families, relationships, and possessions.  

We ask that You will cleanse and purify this property and this room with the 
Blood of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) of Nazareth and Your Holy Fire, that 
no demon will attach itself to any object and all human and dead human 
spirits be removed by Your escort angels to the footstool of King Messiah 
Y’shua (Jesus Christ). That all defilement be removed and swept away with 
Your Broom of destruction in Name of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

FATHER, we ask that You remove any watchdog and marker demons, that 
have been assigned by the kingdom of darkness to mark the property in the 
spirit for a counter attack through astral projection, to the Feet of Messiah 
Y’shua (Jesus Christ).

We also want to declare the Kingship of Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ) of 
Nazareth over this  place and that all openings11  are sealed off with Your 
Blood.

 

AMEN!

Remember to go before the FATHER and shower yourself with the Water of 
the Word. You may also want to perform a mikvah12 (baptism), to symbolize a 
cleansing after deliverance. Remember too to enter into praise and worship 
and fill yourself with the FATHER’s Presence again.
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11	  Openings	  include	  telephone	  and	  fax	  lines,	  computers,	  water	  pipes	  and	  
sewerage,	  electricity	  circuits,	  Wi-‐Fi	  networks.

12	  For	  addi)onal	  study,	  see	  our	  book	  “J2F	  Understanding	  Water	  Bap?sm	  And	  
The	  Bap?sm	  Of	  The	  Holy	  Spirit”



In closing, after these curses have been dealt with and broken, it is very 
important to restore BLESSINGS ... we want to encourage fathers to take this 

calling seriously, and to begin BLESSING their families according to the 
Commandment of the LORD that the priests bless with the following 

blessing ...

The Priestly Blessing ...
Numbers 6:24-26

“24 The LORD bless thee, and keep thee: 
25 The LORD make his face shine upon 
thee, and be gracious unto thee: 26 The 

LORD lift up his countenance upon thee, 
and give thee peace.”
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The Priestly Blessing ...
Hebraic Translation13

"YHVH will kneel before you presenting 
gifts, and He will guard you with a hedge 

of protection, YHVH will illuminate the 
wholeness of His Being toward you, 

bringing order, and He will provide you 
with love, sustenance, and friendship, 
YHVH will lift up the wholeness of His 

Being and look upon you, and He will set 
in place all you need to be whole and 

complete."
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www.ancient-‐hebrew.org/12_blessing.html	  
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The Priestly Blessing1 

`^r<ñm÷.v.yIw> hwhy ^k.÷rñ<b'y> 
May the LORD2 bless you3 and keep you4 

`&'Nñ<xuywI ^yl,ñae wyn"P' hwhy raey" 

May the LORD make His face5 shine6 upon you and be gracious7 to you 

`~Alv' ^l. ~fey"w> ^ylñ,ae wyn"P' hwhy aF'yI 

May the LORD lift up8 his face to you and give you peace9 
                                                 

1  This blessing is (ritually) recited (by the kohanim) during synagogue services during Nesiat Kapayim ("the Raising of the 
Hands"), though it is also recited over children on Friday night before the start of the Shabbat meal or as a bedtime blessing. 

2  The name YHVH (hwhy) represents God's attributes of love and mercy (~ymix]r:h; tD"mi), in contradistiction to the name Elohim 
(~yhil{a/), which represents God's attribute of justice and power as our Creator.  

3  hk'r"B. (b'rachah).  Jewish tradition considers this both material and spiritual prosperity. Pirkei Avot 3:15 says, "If there is no 
flour, there is no Torah," by which is meant that material benefits are intended to help you pursue study of Torah. The first 
occurrence of the word "blessing" in the Scriptures pertains to pru urvu (Wbr>W WrP.), "be fruitful and multiply" (Gen. 1:22). 

4  rm;v' (shamar): To guard, protect, heed, as in the exercise of diligent care. Only God has the power to secure the conferred 
blessing and keep it from turning sour or from fading away.  

5 The word for "face" (~ynIP') is plural with the 3rd person singular ending. It is considered metaphorical since God is 
incorporeal. The plural form is thought by some to indicate God's revealed and hidden attributes in creation. 

6 The hiphil verb (raey") comes from the word "light" (rAa), and is thought to refer to God's wisdom. "May God enlighten you" 
with His wisdom, i.e., the Divine Light that preceded the work of creation (Gen. 1:3). 

7 May God grant you grace or favor (!xe), i.e., to understand the "breadth and length and height and depth" of God's love (Eph. 
3:18). Grace refers to the bestowal of an undeserved gift. The blessing is bestowed even though unearned or unmerited. 

8 Since one's face is an indication of the heart's attitude, Rashi says that this means God will suppress His anger by "looking at 
you" (if God is angry at you, He "turns His face away" and refuses to admit your presence). The "lifting of face" also 
pictures God lifting you up as a father might lift up his child in joy. The "showing of face" indicates spiritual intimacy. 

9 All of the other blessings are useless without the establishment of inner peace, and therefore it is the seal of the blessing. 
Shalom (~Alv') is not simply the absence of strife, but a balance and harmony between the finite and infinite, the temporal 
and the eternal, the material and the spiritual realms.  Shalom is a gift from Sar Shalom (~Alv' rf;), the Prince of Peace. 

may he bless you the LORDand may he guard you

May he shinethe LORDhis faceon youand show you favor 

may he lift upthe LORD his faceon youand establishfor you peace 


